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Two Murray Men
Killed In Accident
Funeral services are set Tuesday
afternoon for two Murray men killed in
Separate cars in a head-on collision
south of Mayfield late Saturday night.
Killed in the accident, which occured
3.9 miles south of Mayfield on Ky. 121
about 11 p.m. Saturday,were Dan
O'Neal Barrow, age, 26, 206 South
Seventh Street, Murray and Ricky Dale
Green, age 18, Route 3, Murray.
According to Kentucky State
Policeman Gary Smith, both vehicles
apparently collided head-on in the
northbound lane. ,
Both men were pronounced dead on
arrival at Conunithity Hospital in
Mayfield after the accident. The highway was completely blocked until 12:15
• WINIWTH-CONSECIRIVE —,Pictured are members of Calloway
a.m. Sunday, following the accident,
County High Speech and Debate Team who,for
the fifth consecutive year, won the Regional Speech Festival at Murray
state police said.
State University Friday and Saturday. The
team now advances to the Kentucky High School Speech League
No others except the drivers were
State Tournament at Lexington on the University
of Kentucky campus Friday and Saturday, April 7 and 8. Murray High Speech
involved di the accident, state police
Team also advanced to state competition after winning second in the regional. Calloway County High's speech
said.
team won both the varsity and iunior
varsity divisions.(Additional story and photos on Page 5.)
The ftlneral for Mr. Barrow will be.
held at one p.m. Tuesday at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
with Bro. John Dale and Bro. Ed
Casteel officiating, and the singers—
from the New Providence Church of
Christ, where he was a member,
providing the song service. Burial will
follow in. the Murray Memorial Gardens,
Mr. Barrow was manager of the
Murray Glass Company, a member of
For the fifth consecutive year,
ratings in 42 positions out of a possible Brinkley; Poetry - Rhonda Darnell,
the National Guard, and attended
Clilloway County High Speech and
48 positions.
Debbie Smith, Jackie Parker, and
Calloway County High School. Born
Debate Team won the Regional Speech
Lakers qualifying for the state
Dawn Sledd; Prose - Rhonda Darnell,
oct. 19, 1951, in Calloway County, he
Festival at Murray State University
tournament were:
Kim Kemp, Sheila Darnell, and Glynis
was the son of Finis Clinton Barrow and
Friday and Saturday.
Analysis of Public Address - Craig Tabers;
Edna Mathis Barrow.
The festival was the qualifying
Redden, Karen Edwards, and Dale
Solo Acting - Patty Robinson, Tammy
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
tournament for the Kentucky High
Finney; Broadcasting - Nada
Lax, Tammy Feltner, and Ginger
Zandra Bailey Barrow, 206 South
School Speech League State TourThomason, and Paul Guy; Discussion - Mitchell: Storytelling Rick
Seventh Street. Murray; his parents,
nament April 7 and 8 on the campus of
Bruce McManus, Meleah Paschall, Cunningham, Danny Kingins, and Tim
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Clinton Barrow,
the University of Kentucky at
Glynis Tabers,and Craig Redden; Duet Feltner.
..11aze1_lioute....Tw.o; three., brothers,
Lexington.
Acting - Dawn Sledd and James Bibb,
The debate team of Chris Taylor and
Flenoy Barrow, Murray Route Two,
Calloway County's speech team won
Sheila Darnell and Luana Colson, and
Dale Finney also qualified for the state
Dale Barrow, 511 South Eighth Street,'
both varsity and junior varsity
Less Hoke and Debbie Smith;
tournament by winning first place in
,Murray, and David Barrow, Hazel
divisions, taidng first place sweep- Extemporaneous Speaking - Meleah varsity debate. They defeated Paducah
Route Two.
stakes honors in both divisions.
Paschall, Chuck Williams, Gail Tucker, Tilghman in the final round to record
The funeral for Mr. Green will be at
The Laker varsity team won first
and John Brinkley; Humorous Inter- the win. Taylor and Finney also
three
p.m. Tuesday at the chapel of the
place with a- total 236 sweepstakes
pretation - Chandra Watkins, Luana defeated Ballard County and Murray
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Horne with
points. Murray High took second with
Colson, and James Bibb; Serious High in preliminary competition.
the Rev. Steve Shapard and the Rev.
207 points, Trigg County placed third.
Interpretation - Patty Robinson, Nada
The undefeated Laker Speech Team
Paul Bogard officiating and the Warren
In order to qualify for the state
Thomason, Lesa Hoke, and Tammy
will now face its most important
tournament, each member had to
Quartet
providing the music. Burial
Feltner;
tournament, the State Tournament, in
will follow in the Palestine Cemetery.
receive a superior rating in comOriginal Oratory - Chuck Williams,
See SPEECH,
petition. The Lakers received superior
Mr. Green was employed as a carGail Tucker, Karen Edwards, and John
Page 14, Column 5
penter's helper with Jackie Burkeen,
building contractor, and was a 1977
graduate of Calloway County High
School. He was a member of the
Palestine United Methodist Church.

Calloway Speech Team
Wins Region Tournament

Murray High Places 2nd

Murray High Speech Club compiled
207 points out of a possible 240 to win
second place in the regibriarspeech and

debate tournament at Murray State
University last weekend.
Team members rated superior in the

Musicians Win Honors
Members of Murray High and
Murray Middle band and ensemble
groups won superiors and excellent
ratings in a solo and ensemble festival
at Murray State 'University last
weekend.
Students were judged on the basis of
tone, intonation, technique, interpretation, musical effect, choice of
music and stage presence, according to
Murray High Band Director Joe Sills.
Receiving superiors on solo were:
Deana Seigler, flute; James Harrison,
snare drum; Chuck Wilson, trombone;
Sharon Blodgett, clarinet; Doug
Crafton, trombone; Kent Eversmeyer,
French horn; Mark Hussung, violin;
and Carol Beamon, clarinet.
Receiving excellent on solos were:
Mary Beyer, trumpet; Marilyn
Howard, trumpet; Bill Leslie, bassoon;
Mary Ann Roberts, clarinet.
Receiving superiors 'on ensemble
were: percussion ensemble, James
Harriosn, David Jones, Kevin
Allbritten, Robert Johnson, Mitch
Burkeen and John Taylor: clarinet

quartet, Sharon Blodgett, Jaina
Washer, Dana Mansfield, Carol
Montgomery; horn duet, Kent Eversmeyer and a Miss Shaeffer from
Marshallegchinty High; clarinet duet,
Amy Noffsinger, Deena Dailey;
trombone duet, Doug Crafton, Doug
Moore; trumpet trio, Maryiln Howard,
Charles Shaeffer, Lin Johnson;
trumpet trio, Shari Grafton, Becky
Shuffett, Claudia Billington; snare
drum trio, David Jones, Robert
Johnson and Kevin Allbritten; brass
quartet, Tracey Beyer, Mark Hussung,
Kellie Overby and Bill Smith; sax duet,
Lisa Russell, Paul Austin; trumpet
duet, Tracy Beyer, Kathy Roberts;
flute duet, Carol Spann and Lisa
Harrison.
Receiving excellent on ensembles
were: Clarinet quartert, Jill Thompson,
Tonya Harrison, Lynn Loberger, Lynn
Richerson; clarinet duet, Tonya
Harris, Diana Duncan; flute trio,
Suzanne Pitman, Angie Hale, Cheryl
Johnston; trombone quartet, Doug
Crafton, (luck Wilson, Ricky Smith
and Doug Moore.

Ricky, Dale Green

Dan O'Neal Barro%

Born July 9,1959, in Calloway County,
he was the son of Loyd Green and Mary
Edith Miller Green.
He is survived by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Loyd Green, one brother,•
Craig Green, and his grandmother,
Mrs. Gaylen (Ruby) Miller, all of
Murray Route.Three; half sister, Mrs.

Linda Miller, Hardin Route One; two
half brothers, Loyd Lee Green, Murray
Route Five, and Ronnie Green, KirkSeY
Route One.
Friends may call after 4:30 p.m.
today ( Monday for Mr. Barrow, and
after noon today for Mr. Green, both at
the funeral home.

inside today
One Section-14 Pages
The Calloway Junior Varsity speech team picked up
honors in the regional JV meet at MSU Saturday. Story
and photo on Page 5.
Kentucky's Wildcats and Duke's Blue Devils will collide
tonight for the national collegiate basketball championship. To see how the two teams stack up, turn to
today's Sports Section, pages Sand 9.

mostly
Cloudy this,morning, becoming
mostly sunny this afternoon and
cool. High temperatures this
afternoon in the upper 40s to
around 50. Clear and cold with a
chance of some locally dense fog
tonight. Lows in the upper 20s to
around 30. Tuesday sunny and a
little warmer. High in the upper
50s.

today's index
Classifieds
Crosswords
Comics
Dear Abby
Deaths& Funerals
Farm Pages
Horoscope
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports
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tournament now advance to the state
speech tournament on the campus of
the- University of Kentucky April 7 and
8.
Individual members rated 36
superiors out of a possible 48.
Individual members who rated
superior were the following: Terry
Smith, analysis of public address;
Tarry Cavitt and Lisa English,
broadcasting; Rhysa G?iffith, Krista Russell and David Stephenson,
discussion; Robyn Burke, Debbie
Geurin and Laura Shinners, dramatic
interpretation; Donna Bailey and Greg
Schmaltz, Lysa Lyon and Debbie
Geurin,Richard Simon and Kathy May,
Mark Austin and Kim Alley, duet .acting: Mary Morris and Richard Simon,
humorous interpretation; Laura
Shinners, Delaine Honchul, Mike Pitt.
and Mark Austin, prose; Kim Alley
Tammy Melton, Steve Sears and
Heather Kodman, poetry;. Terry Smith,
Delores Honchul, Kent Harmon and
Kimberly Owens, original oratory:
David Sears, Kayne Beasley and Ray
Stewart, extemporaneous speaking;
Lysa Lyon, Robyn Burke, solo acting.
Mike Pitts, Delores Hitinchul, Mar.
Morris and Serena Sandnesc
storytelling.
The club is sponsored by Mark
Etherton and Karen Riter.

WIN SPELLING BEE — Tommy Brown, left, manager of Murray Theatres, presents a dictionary and $50 check to
Doug Tuft, second from left, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jeffrey, 1901 Gatesborough Circle, Murray, and Charles Tuft
of Murray, after the Murray Middle School student won the top prize in the countywide spelling bee Saturday. The
youngster now advances to the Mid-South Spelling Bee in Memphis, Tenn., May 5.Standing with Brown and Tuft are
Jon Billington, third from left, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mason Billington, 1515 Henry Street, Murray, who won second
place in the countywide bee, and Joey Ashley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Ashley, 1808 Monroe, who won third place.
All three top winners attend Murray Middle. The second place winner received $2.3 and the third place won $15.

Governor's Race Should Provide Variety Of Choices
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP
all the
announced or prospective Denititratic
candidates for governor go to the post
next year, it ought to provide the
Kentuelty electorate with an interesting
variety of philosophical or political
choices.
State Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBrayer would run as the
standard administration choice,
probably on as broad a platform as his
followers could build. ,
. His approach would be'bland, on the-

assumption that Gov. Julian Carroll's
circle seeks to avoid, not create, controversy.
State Auditor George Atkins would
run as the standard antiadministration
candidate, and from his headquarters
would emanate the most detailed criticisms of Carroll, McBrayer and their
allies.
The outlook would be more exciting
than McBrayer's recital 91_,...o&
ministration accomplishments or
gentle pledges to do even better for the
next four years.
Former
Harvey

Sloane apparently would cultivate the
Often category in the Louisville.
Lexington and Northern Kentucky
areas.

just what banner he will carry or
platform he will emphasize. Until he
does, fervor for his cause probably
would be minimal.

That might:be dull to most rural
Kentuckians, but on the other hand
would offer a historically differen;
approach for a gubernatorial contest

Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall would run as
well. She is widely known around the
state because of decades of experience
as a legislator and constitutional officeholder.

State Agriculture Commissioner
Thomas Harris might run on a symbolic
blend
of conservatism.
agriculture promotion and link to U.S
Sen. Wendell Ford, a mild factional opponent of Carroll.
_
But Harris so far has been vague 15ti

Mrs. Stovall's strategy, based on past
performances, is rather predictable —
dependence on a vast array of women
and labor friends rather than heavy financing, with a tinge of antiatIMfnistration piOilow a.-eifitiit.S.

And then there is.. 1st District toward each other -- except when
'Congressman _ Carroll Hubbard, 700 Hubbard jabs at close gubernatorial
miles away, but keeping close tabs on friends such as state Democratic
the gubernatorial situation and quick to Chairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt.
remind supporters that he is a viable
The above lineup for May of 1979,
prospect.
while it may offer the voters a wide
Hubbard tends to follow the con- choice, is not likely to last too much
servative instincts of • his area in longer because of practical conWestern Kentucky, but that would be an siderations such as money send the
issue in Washington, not Kentucky if he chances of victory that each candidate
sees realistically.
becomes a candidate for governor.
The probability is that months before
As a contender, he would have to the primary.,no piore tn,an three tickets
adopt an anti-administration stance will survive - with perhaps sonic of the
even though of late he and Carroll, after current contestants settling for
a deep ri have became more cordial lieutenant governor
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Burton-Br'ight

Flexible Hours Help Employees
have had a favorable impact on
R) MARTHA MALAN
production, tardiness,
Associated Press Writer
abNIINNFAP01.1S. AP - For senteeism and—turnover. Hopp
1421s Rickel's. fle..xitnne means said no scientific determination
she an fix breakfast for her had'been made because of diffi11-)ear-old son and get hun to cultv in setting up experimental
school before she reports to controls.
stork as a secretar) for Control A majority of the workers
Data Corp.
who choose to vary from the
For Karen Henriksen, it regular reporting times in their
means she can avoid rush hour department elect earlier starttraffic and get home from her ing times,. Hopp said.
Job as an assembler about the Ms. Riekens, 34, is an ex;• same tune her children arrive ception. When she started at
• from school.
the firm, standard hours in her
For Control Data, the pro- department were 8 a.m. to 4:45
.17 grain-of -flexible work hours lik- pin
with a 45-minute lunch.
itiated in 1973 has meant hap- Because she needed extra time
pier and,. presumablv. more in the morning to get her son
productive workers at virtually off to school, she changed her
no cost.
reporting time to 8:30 a.m. She
Control Data's flexitime pro- gets off at 5 p.m.,..just 15 mingram allows most employees to utes later than before, because
set their own time for reporting she cut her lunch period to 30
to work, within a three-hour minutes.
span, as long as they work an
Mrs.. Henriksen, 30, reports
eight-hour day and are present for work at 6:30 a.m. and is
during a specified "core time." well into her work day by the
They may also vary the length time her husband has their two
of their wbrk day by choosing a daughters on their way to
lunch pviod of 30, 45 or 60 min- school. Avoiding the rush hour
utes.
both ways, stie-artives home
"The real test of flexitime is shortly after 3 p.m., just as her
-in employee perception -- kids are coming home from
whether the worker feels he or school.
she has this freedom," noted
Mrs. Henriksen's supervisor,
Michael Hopp, 28, who coordi- John Ask, 33, says he sees no
nates the program.
problems, and some advances,
While the program appears to in his departmept from a man-

Local -1,ront

Woman's Aglow Group

agement point of view. For example, Ask said, "I see a lot London (NAPSI— Ask any viamore people scheduling doctor 4or to this perennial capital
appointments around work. In of the world which of its
the past, they would have taken sights stand first in his heart,
almost certainly
time • off for thdse appoint- and he will
name the Tower of London.
ments."
In other departments, flexitime has worked to the company's advantage in extending
the hours they function. There
is someone in public relations,
for example, from 7 a.m. to 6
p.m. as well as over the noon
hour.
Longer hours also make the
accounting department better
able to serve the company's facilities and customers on both Now celebrating its 900th
birthday—and that's a -long
coasts.
Cliff T. Amos, manager of time, even in Britain —the
corporate accounting services, Tower of London has everysaid he felt the flexible lunch thing for the tourist: history,
hour is considered by employ- pageantry, treasure, and inEnglish life.
ees in his department as the sights on
biggest advantage. 'There's It was built by William the
something for everybody in Conqueror as a Royal Palace
and Fortress. When the young
that," he sai4.
Henry VII moved on to more
comfortable quarters, he assigned a most important deWhole grain or enriched tail of the Royal Guard,
products are notably more called Yeoman Warders, to
nutritious than unenriched stay in permanent residence
products. Most white bread at the Tower.
is enriched. But specialty
These Tower guards, afbreads such as French, Ital- fectionately known to the
ian and raisin and many English and to the whole
other bakery products of- wide world as Beefeaters, proten are not enriched. Check
tect the Crown Jewels and
the wrapper or ask the bak- help visitors to understand the
place of the Tower in history.
er to be sure.

To Hear Mrs. Wicker
The West Kentucky Chapter
of Woman's Aglow Fellowship
has chosen Elizabeth "Tippi"
Wicker, McCracken County
Juvenile Probation Officer, as
the speaker for the meeting on
Tuesday, March 28.
Mrs. Wicker is also the
Project Director of the
°Emergency Shelter Program
of McCracken County. In 1976,
she received the "Outstanding
Court Award" from the McCracken County Fiscal Court
in recognition of her work with
troubled children and their
parents.
The speaker is a Marshall
County native who received
her B. S. degree in elementary
education and M. A. degree in
social work from Murray
State University. She was
previously employed at an all
black orphans home
Louisiana, and has taught in
the Paducah and Ballard

Read label

County school systems. She
has been Youth Director and
Sunday school teacher at one
of the local churches.
Mrs. Wicker is the mother of
a five year old son, a memller
Business
the
and
of
Professional Woman's
Organization, the Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority and
Reidland Baptist Church. She
resides in Paducah.
Woman's Aglow Fellowship
is part of the Charismatic
Renewal. The meeting will
begin with an early luncheon
at 10:30 a.m. at Ken-Bar
Resort near Kentucky Qam on
U. S.641. The public is invited.
Aglow Fellowship also
sponsors neighborhood Bible
study groups which meet in
homes. Further details and
carpool information may be
obtained by telephoning Mrs.
Ann Byson, 436-5453.

Minna Burton

Key Word For Spring Fashions 1978
Is Soft, Soft, Soft; Hints Given
From The Desk Of
Jean W.Cloar
County Extension Agent
for Home Economics
SOFT! Sorp SOFT!
. The Key word for spring '78
--is soft!
-FASHION TRENDS
Blazers
: Unconstructed and easy
:shaped in silks, cottons,
linens, and terries. Newest
oeverup for the beach is an
over-sized look. Shawl and
'notched.Collars and featured.
Suits
Unconstructed shapes have
the ease of sportswear
separates in delicate fabrics
such as silk shantung, crepe
de chine, and leno cottons.
Belted peplum worn over a
Tun skirt. New look is a tuxedo
pull with jackets short or long
*am with tucked front shirts
jind string tie worn with slit
Skirts or narrow cuffed pants.
Some feature satin piping.
Charlie Chaplin suit is strong.
Skirts
Skirts continue to complete
iyith pants. You will find
rndis, wraps, circles, tiers,
pleats. Newest direction:
slimmed down. Tulip-wrap

skirt good. Look for the "Popover" skirt, the button-front
skirt that pops over other
skirts, dresses, and all kinds
of pants.
Blouses
Peasant shape . is the
favorite especially., in little
floral with fernUnne touches of
smocking, embroidery, or
rnerrow edging'. Dropped
armholes are good. Soft bows
remain on the scene . Silks,
challis,_ eyelets are used.
Shirts
Usually boxy with small
collars or none at all, rolled up
sleeves.
Dresses for Day •
Shirt dresses one and two
pieces) are very strong.
Blouson look continues from
fall '77. Chemise is a good
choice to camouflage the lessthan-perfect figure. The dress
that floats on the body as it has
only light anchoring at the
shoulders or hips—utilizes
ties, gathers, or drawstrings
to accentuate the wearer's
shape.
Look for soft, romantic
detailing with lace, embroidery, ruffles, frilly neck
lines and cuffs, ruffly collars
such as the Pierrot.
Sundresses continue strong,
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especially for summer. Lots of
smocking used.
Tunics are softer as the
drape from shirred shoulders
and get full, long sleeves.
Dresses for Evening
Look for lots of sheerness
and bareness with sheer
fabrics, deep
plunging
necklines, and slashed skirts
that show lots of leg. There is
little left for the imagination.
Some designers create lots of
back interest with cut-outs.
Short length mid-calf)(
is still
supposed to be
more
fashionable than the floor
length. The ankle length is still
trying to be the fashion length
for evening wear. Fabrics
remain soft and drapey.
SPORTSWEAR
Pants
Pants are sporting new
waist treatments: pleats,
drawstrings or gathers, highwaisted.,Full in hips but legs
taper to a slim point above or
at ankle. They're cuffed
rolled up, buttoned, and
banded. Jodhpurs and cigaret
pants still strong.
Shorts •
Newest tie at one side like a
saroung. Boxer gym shorts
still good. Look for bermudas
again. Shorts often keep it
sweet with touches of lace,
scalloping, appliques and
embroidery worn with soft,
sweet tops.
Vests
Newest with deep-cut armholes for big shirts, worn
over and under jackets with
dresses and shirts, detailed
with a/without pocket, lapels,
back-belts,"-and contrasting
lining. Wear a bdlero vest over
last year's sundress for a new
look. Choose a vest that you
can wear with orther garments in your wardrobe.
RAINWEAR
Balmacaans, trenches,
wraps and smocks take on
romantic details of smocking,
scallops, ruffles, pleats, and
even eyelet are softening
sturdy poplin, drill cloth,
chino canvas, and polished
cotton. Also look for silk,
linen, Qiana. Colors are in
shades of tan and green as
well as paie pinkach and
yellow, apricot, lime, and
hyacinth.
TRENDS IN
ACCESSORIES
•
Shoes
High-heeled 1-straps, flats,
or heels no taller than one
inch. Wedgies are still around.
Legwear
Thtipok is light and airy —
lots of fine white anklets, with
and without lace, ribbed and
solid kneehighs as well as
tights in either a very pale or
very dark leg. Anklets are
worn with skirts, dresses, and
pants with heels or flats.
Hats
Boater hat in straw or felt
sailor beret.
Handbags
Bags for spring are softer,
prktier. Look for canvas,
linen, leather, vinyl. Horsefeed bag in shoulder straps,
large soft pouches, large
attache look.
Shawls continue to be
strong. Designers are using
shaws or lohi fringed mufflers
to wrap the waist and iabeung
them "Waist watchers."

Mr. and Mrs. Hurshel Burton of Farmington Route One announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Donna, to Michael Bright, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Bright of Cunningham Route One.
.0t
Miss Burton is a 1976 graduate of Farmington High School
and is a sophomore medical technology major at Murray State
University. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. T. H. (Tom)
Cochran and the late Mr. Cochran, and of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
A. Burton.
Mr. Bright,a 1973 graduate of Lowes High School, received a
bachelor science degree in management from Murray State
University in May 1977, graduating Cum Laude. He is presently employed at General Tire and Rubber Company, Mayfield.
He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt Sanderson
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie T. Bright.
The wedding is planned for Friday, May 26, at seven p.m. at
the First Christian Church, South Ninth Street, Mayfield. The
reception will follow at the church. Only out of town invitations
will be sent and all relatives and friends are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.

Jewelry
Dainty, 14-karat gold
chains, gold-filled earrings
and hypo-allergenic jewelry.
Live orchids are treated and
dipped in 14-karat gold. Real
leaves are strung through
straw, and natural shells
enhance all the soft, pale.
washed-out colors in easy
fashions.
Amusing touches for the
junior accessories picture for
spring: molded rubber hair
combs, stick pins and belt
buckles in likeness of
IC
everything from crackers to
french fries, to onion rings, to
cocktail shrimp, Baby toys
are inspiration for tiny gold
stick pins.
lklonday, March 27
Belts that swing back and
Adult Great Books Group
forth as necklaces, too. Wear
them wrapped at the waist or will meet at the home of Mrs.
just hang them 'around your Solon Bucy, 408 South 11th
Street, at seven p.m. with Dr.
neck with ends dangling.
David C. Roos as the leader.

vat COMMUNITY
'
. CALENDAR
leg

COOKING
IS FUN
By CEC1LY BROWNSTQNE
Associated Press Food Editor

Murray-Calloway
County
League of Women Voters are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.

liecovery, Inc., will meet at
BRUNCH FOR TWO theThealth Center, North 7th
Orange Strawberries
and Olive Streets, at seven
Broiled Eggs English MuffinsP.m.
Marmalade
Coffee
BROILED EGGS
Melt 12 teaspoon butter in
each of two 6-inch iron skillets;
break 2 eggs into each. Pour 2
tablespoons heavy cream into
each skillet; top each skillet
with 2 tablespoons finely grated
dry Swiss cheese. Place over
low heat just until edges of
eggs turn white; broil under
moderate heat, adjusting flame
or broiler rack, until as firm as
desired — 2 to 4 minutes.
Makes 2 servings.

Baseball games at Reagan
Field, Murray State, will
feature Eastern Michigan vs.
Valparaiso at ten a.m.,
Eastern Michigan vs. Murray
State at one p.m., and
Valparaiso vs. Murray State
at three p.m.
Murray State Racers'
spring practice sessions for
football will open at Stewart
Stadium at three p.m.

Retired Teachers To Meet
At Bryndon Springs. LBL

SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER at the general meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club to be held Saturday, April 1,
at 9-30 a. m. at the club house on Vine Street will be
Michael Charles Gottfried, recently named football
coach at Murray State University. A native of Crestline,
Ohio, he came to Murray from the University of
Arizona. His other experience as teaching and
coaching include positions at Youngtown State
University and the University Of Cincinnati. He has also
taught and coached in high schools. He is a graduate
of Morehead State University. All members of the
Murray Woman's Club are urged to attend. Reservations for the brunch at three dollars per person
should be made with Mrs. Donald )ones,753-6134, Mrs.
Alfred Taylor, 753-5559, Mrs. Cliff Campbell, 753-4698,
or with any department chairman by today, Monday.
Members are urged to attend the program if not
able to attend the brunch, according to club officers.
The Home and Theta Department will be hostesses for
the meeting.

Tuesday, March 23
Public
debates
on
"Marijuana Being Legalized"
will be held at the nursing
building auditorium, Murray
State University, at seven p.
m. Public is invited.
Tau Phi Lambda sorority of
Woodman of World will meet
with Jean Richerson, 1602
Parklane, at seven p. m.
Interdenominational Bible
Study will be held at Gleason
Hall, North 12th and Payne
Streets, Murray, at 1:30 p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens, will
meet at Dexter Center at 9:30
a. m.
a.

Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens. Call 753-0929 for
information.
Murray TOPS. Club will
meet at Health Center at
seven p. m.

Free For Tt!te Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.

"The TVA Program at will give a report on the action
Baseball games at Reagan
Brandon Springs" will be taken by the recent General Field, MSU, will be Missouri
explained by Dave Hen- Assembly in Frankfort. vs. Valparaiso at "ten a. m.;
drickson at a luncheon Others on the Legislative Noeth Dakpta vs. Murray
meeting of the, Calloway Committee are Dr. E. B. State at one p. m.; Murray
Retired Teacher association Howton. Jack Gardner, and State vs. Valparaiso at three
31/111nday, April 3, at Brandon Otis Lams.%
p. M.
-Springs Lodge-urthe—taritt-- --Lenteh-9•441--besefved at.12 to
Aglow Fellowship will meet
Between the Lake area.
12:30 noon. The luncheon fee is
at Ken Bar Inn at 10:30 a. m.
Dave Hendrickson, Son of $2.00. the Association has a
Dr. Stan Hendrtckson, is membership of 128 retired
Christian
Women's
director of the Brandon teachers in Calloway County. Fellowship of First Christian
Springs project. He will be
Officers of the Association Church will meet in the church
assisted by other TVA per- are Dr. Sparkman, president library at seven p.m. with
sonnel in the discussion and Hazel Tarry, vice-president; Mrs. Fil Boston, certified lay
slide presentations on the Agnes McDaniel, secretary; speaker in the United
problems and achievements in and Lorene Swann, treasurer. Methodist Church, as guest
the field of enviramr;_aj,- Because of the snow and icy speaker.
education.
highways, the Feb. 6 meeting
Dr. Ruby E. Smith, was canceled.
program chairperson, has
FOR LEFTIES
announced that transportation
STAMFORD, Conn. ( AP) —
will be provided for members
desiring this accommodation. With left-handers representing
The cars will leave Murray at from 10 to 20 percent of the
the Church of Christ parking population, Gerald GIichenhi:fuse decided to publish a book
lot, Seventy and Poplar, at
giving them instructions tor
nine a.m., and will arrive at crocheting.
Brandon Springs at 10 a.m.
-Compiled by experts in the
Dr.
Matt
Sparkman, field, "Basic Crochet for Left.
president of the Calloway Handers" aims, Glichenhouse
Retired Teachers, will pre,side says, to help "this neglected
at the- meeting which will group of people to acquire all
begin at 10 a.m., with Dr. Stan the dexterity and satisfaction
Hendrickson in charge of the which crocheting has held for
rest of the population for so
program. The business the
many years."
session will include reports by
the secretary and 'treasurer.
("BaSic Crochet for LeftDr Harry Sparks, chairman Handers" is published by Mar\r
of the Legislative committee, keting Plus, Stamford, Conn.)
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Let Is Work Together

REALTOR
List Will, Us Today
753-4342

Particular Plumbers Pick

PICKENS
For

Perfect Plumbing Products
r
alAMERICAN

STANDARD

Across From
New City Park
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Chapter 140,Birthday.
Observed At Luncheon

Resting Electrocardiogram
Often Valuable Test
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0: Mr. K. W. writes to
ask why stress electrocar---dtogratns are - not done
more frequently instead of
the ordinary ECGs. He has
known of several persons
who died of heart attacks
shortly after having a routine ECG. which evaluated
them to be in a safe condition.
A: The resting ECG,
along with taking-a-tare-flit
history, often yields considerable accurate and
valuable information
about a person's heart.
This resting test detects
heart enlargement, the

rhythm of the heartbeat, ually increased on a treadand heart muscle damage, mill while the heart is
especially if it has been of wired to an ECG machine.
recent origin.
The rate of the heartbeat
Unfortunately, the rest- 'may increase excessively.
ing ECG does not reveal It may become irregular,
any abnormal changes in indeed highly and danthe coronary artery walls, gerously irregular if stress
such as arteriosclerosis or is pushed to the peak of
narrowing, unless it has tolerance.
damaged the heart muscle
Stress testing of the
by insufficient blood supheart is considerably more
ply.
expensive than a resting
The stress ECG may re- ECG because
of the sophisveal that the blood supply ticated
equipment that is
is adequate at rest, but is
required and because a
insufficient to supply
physician has to be immeenough blood to the heart diately available
to witduring exercise. It is grad- ness
the effects of stressing. Occasionally, emergency measures may be
needed in case ventricular
fibrillation results from
the stressing. Emergency
equipment should be immediately available 'it
needed. In other words, it
is somewhat more risky
than.a resting ECG.
Additional test may. be
needed to visualize the
changes and their location
in the coronary arteries if
stress testing shows some
impairment of the blood
supply. The location of the
narrowing is needed in
reaching a decision if it
can be corrected by bypass surgery.
It is highly unlikely that
the resting ECG will ever
be replacast by stress, test- 1918 by Chicago Tribune S Y News Syncl Inc
ing, though the latter is an
important and necessary
means of.,evaluating some
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for your understanding reply to
patients and in measuring
that 13-year-old girl who said she nearly died of
their tolerance to exercise
embarrassment when taking gang showers after gym. I
and their coronary circulahope her mother follows your advice and goes to the
principal to demand some privacy for her daughter.
tion impairment. particuI was raised to be modest, and showering with other
larly those persons who
girls was a terrible ordeal for me. I'm married now and
experience chest pain on
have a child, and I'm still modest.
exercise or in carrying out
FRESNO MOM
their regular daily tasks.
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Should Modest Teen
Be Given Privacy?
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR MOM: Thanks, but most of my mail on the
shower problem said, "You're all wet!" Some samples:
DEAR ABBY: Instead of sympathizing with that shy
-girl, you should have encouraged, her to examine her
reasons for being ashamed of her body. Your answer was
kind, but dumb. If she ever marries, shell be the type who
undresses in the closet and can't make love with the lights
on.
NO HANG-UPS IN HOLYOKE
DEAR ABBY: I know exactly how that I3-oar-old girl
felt because I felt the same way, but it was worse for me
because I was a boy!
Not only could I not gang shower, I couldn't even strip in
front of other boys, so on gym days I wore my gym shorts
under my pants.
I should have faced the fact that I had a problem and
taken Measures to overcome it in my youth. But I didn't,
and it hung on for 15 years. You should have advised that
shy girl to get counseling.
CHICKEN
DEAR ABBY: Good grief! Why did you give comfort to
'that young girl who was ashamed of her body? If she
doesn't get over it, between her natural instincts and her
inhibitions, she's sure to wind up on a psychiatrist's couch.
Our kids were brought up in a nudist park, and they all
have healthy attitudes about nudity and sex.
BODIES ARE BEAUTIFUL
DEAR ABBY: I must disagree with your answer to the
teenager who hated group showers. I, too, was terribly
embarrassed when confronted with group showers in
junior high. My mother wanted to go to school to defend
my right to privacy. but I begged her not to because I was
afraid the other kids would .tease me if I got special
treatment. Now I'm glad she didn't go, because by the end
of high school I overcame my feeling of "shame" about my
body.
NOT ASHAMED OF ME
DEAR NOT: Let's hear from a Miami reader who tells
how the problem was solved at her school:
DEAR ABBY: There are always a few girls who are
bashful about being seen naked in the shower, so our gym
teacher lets us shower in our underwear. Then we change
into dry underclothes in the toilet booth where there's
complete privacy.
LILY
And one for the other side:
DEAR ABBY.:Nobody, boys or girls, should be forced to
go naked in front of others. That's the trouble with this
modern world. Everybody has become so bold and brazen
they are letting it all hang out. It's disgusting!
- ASHEVILLE,N.C.
'

•

CONFIDENTIAL TO K. IN LOUISVILLE, KY: Don't
believe everything you read. Everything that appears in
print is not necessarily true. Most prominent people
choose not to sue for libel even though they have good
cause to. The reason is obvious: One seldom comes out of a
wsestling match with a skunk smelling like a rose.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
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Adult Great Books T6
lieet At Bues- Mune
The Adult -Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
-Monday,March 27, at seven p.
m. at the home of Mrs. Solon
Bucy, 408 South Eleventh
Street, Murray.
•
_
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
will lead the discussion On one
of a series of contemproary
books,
"The
Invisible
Pyramid" by Loren Eiseley.
AMERICANS SUFFER
More than twenty million
Americans suffer from some
form of arthritis serious
enough to require medical
chre. That includes the people
right - here in Kentucky-,
reports the Arthritis Foundation.

Sixteen_ members of ChapterM of the P. E. 0. Sisterhood
elebrated the fourteenth
birthday of the chapter on
Saturday, March 18, with a
luncheon meeting in the home
of Mrs. John C. Quertermous,
recording secretary of the
Chapter.

REGIONAL VICA - Representing the Murray Area Vocational Education Center at
the Regional VICA Skills Olympics held March 18 at the Mayfield Area Vocational Center were,left to right, front row, Marilyn Delaney; Barbra Burkeen, won second in post
secondary practical nursing CVI Dick, won first in post secondary practical nursing
Susan Wright, won second in post secondary practical nursing back row, Naomi Schmelter, won first in post secondary job interview; Mike Duncan, won first in auto body;
Steve Baker, won first in appliance repair Terry Adams, won second in appliance
rep* David Myers, participated in job interview contest. first place winneis will advance to the State VICA Skill Olympics to be held April 20 and 21 at the Laurel-€517mty
Vocational Center,London.

St. Jerome Church in
Fancy Farm was the setting, on an early winter
afternoon at four o'clock, of
the beautiful ceremony
uniting in marriage Miss
Paula Sue Ballard,
youngest daughter of Mr.
and- Mrs. Bill Ballard, and
James Ira Keel, of Murray,
son of Mrs. Henry T. West,
and Max Keel.
The Rev. ftnbert Willett
officiated at the double-ring
ceremony before a
background of magnolia
leaves and ivory tapers in a
fan-shaped candelabra
flanked by seven-branch
candelabra. Twin baskets
of bronze mums and yellow
poms, bAcked by talisman
gladioli, stood at either side
of the altar. Ivory candles,
surrounded by magnolia
foliage, burned in all the
windows. Family pewS
were marked by ivory satin
bows_
A program of music was
presented by Mrs. Tommie
Scott. organist,- and Tommie Scott. vocalist. Their
selections included
"Evergreen","We Have
Only Just Begun","Annie's
Song", "If", and "You
Light Up My Life". The
traditional wedding mar.
.ches were used for *the
processional and
recessional.
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her brother, Glenn
Ballard.. of Lexington.
chase a formal gown of
ivory imported. maracaine,
Combined with ecru Venice
lace. The entire empire
bodice was richly adorned

man. Mark Moon,of Fulton,
with Venice lace, and
was groomsman.
featured a tulip - neckline.
Preceding the ceremony,
Long, bishop sleeves were
the candles were lighted by
fitted at the wrists with
the ushers. Terry Edwards
deep cuffs. The volumnious
and Jim Foy, both of
skirt was fashioned in bias
panels which flowed 'Mayfield.
Mrs. Ballard. mother of
gracefully into a chapel'
the bride. wore a formal
length train.
two-piece Own of beige
Designed especially for
matte jersey, designed with
her _gown. her headdress
a draped cowl neckline and.
was an ivory maracaine
longsleeves accented with
Juliet cap to which was
rock crystal. She ware
attached a silk illusion veil
matching accessories, and
in fingertip length. Venice
was presented a corsage of
Llorder _Lace. outlined the
talisman roses.
yell
Mrs.. %Nest. the
Slle carried a bridal
bridegroom's mother. wore
cascade of old gold silk
a floor-length gown of ivory
roses, accented by bronze
and brown, with sheer,
eucalyptus and silk,. gypangel sleeves. She chose
sophila interspersed with
silver accessories, and a
natural dried gypsophila.
talisman corsage was
Gold brocade ribbon forpinned to her purse.
med streamers ending in
Mrs. Keel wore a formal
love knots, in which were
gown of blue, with long
-caught-clusters--of -gypsleeves and 5,-ntekline. Her
- sophila
accessories were black, and
Miss Sheila Jo Moore,
of
she wore a. corsage of
Bardwell attended the
talisman roses.
bride as maid of honor. and
Miss Cindy Dunn, of
RECEPTION
Arlington. was bridesmaid.
A reception followed in
They wore identical
the Fancy Farm School
formal gowns of sage green
cafeteria. Assisting in
qtana fashioned along lines
serving were Miss Christi
of the bride's gown, with
Crider. Mrs Richard
tulip necklines and long,'
Browning and Mrs. Glenn
slim sleeves Bias, a-line
Ballard. Miss Adrea Crider
skirts were unadorned.
presided at the guest
Their headdresses were . register:
novelty weave velour anAfter a short wedding
tebellum hats in deeper
trip, Mr. and Mrs. Keel are
green.
residing on Murray. route I.
Each carried a nosegay
REHEARSAL DINNER
complimenting the bride's
Following the wedding
bouquet, with bronze silk
rehearsal on Friday night,
roses and yellow silk
the bridegroom's parents
gypsophila. with accents of
hosted a dinner at Joiner's
sage and natural dried
Restaurant. Places were
flowers, and gold broacde
laid for twenty-four guests.
ribbon streamers. -The bride and groom
Mr. Keel chose • Jimmy
chose this time to present
Bean, of Mayfield, as best
gifts to then-attendants

Mrs. Lindsey presided at the
business session which opened
with devotions led by the
chaplain,
Mrs.
Harlan
Hodges, who read from the
ninety-first Psalm. Mrs. Sisk
served as treasurer pro-tern.
Infromation concerning
education project was given
by Miss Ann Herron who
brough an up-date on building
improvements and faculty
standards at Cottey College,
Nevada, Missouri, which is
owned and operated by the
Sisterhood; by Mrs. George
Hart who told of a student at
Murray State University from
Taiwan who is under consideration for an Interantional
Peace Scholarship from the
governing board of • the
national organization. Mrs.
Quertermous brough news of a
former student at Murray
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Tires by S311 p.m. Ilierigyhinny w by 3:311p. es. se Sewduos sr. sited fe all 713-1516
between 3:36 p. mei 6 p.s.,
Moreday-Friday, erliii p.r,
eed4 p. a. fietertleys, te bows
delivery .4th. newspaper. CASs
rest be placed by 4p.r. weekdays er 4 p.n. Setwesys to
goorentoe dolvery:

Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings Call me-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I brine
•
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.

Ike*. 9.14,
Kathryn Outland_753-307W

Cathryn Garrott...7'53-7SO"

13<4.14.

•.
14ft.'%).

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,MARCH 28, 1878
What kind of day will now strike out for a higher goal
tomorrow be? To find out what You may have to take a difthe stars say, read the forecast ferent route to achieve it. but
given for your birth Sign.
the new avenue could be a.
better one.
ARIES;
e
--('Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eYs
SAGITTARIUS
You may now be able to find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
the solution to a problem which
Insure results by capitalizing
has been bothering you for some on your fine talents and
time - and in a surprisingly energies, and keep- your pace
easy manner.
constant but not hectic. In all
TAURUS
efforts, keep the future in mind.
•
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Aff .
• Yqur creative ideas may need CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)'
.
41
some revision before they can
Favorable aspects stimulate
be carried out, so be sure to
study all angles.'of feasibility originality and some chancetaking - if reasonable. But
before presenting them to
don't go out on the proverbial
superiors.
limb and DO ininid extremism
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 22 to June 21i
Excellent stellar influences. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
OcGood
influences.
Now's the time to launch new
ventures, set forth your cupational fmterests.
ingenious ideas and make educational pursuits and
decisions regarding future research especially favored
Some changes in the making
activities.
are for the best.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
,
PISCES
An accumulation of "small" Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 A
tasks, untended,could present a
Synchronize activities t,
mountain of problems if you're coincide with needs of the day
not careful. Don't procrastinate More than the usual reward is
in anything. Attend to details as promised for constructive
they arise.
endeavors. Benefactors are
LEO
waiting to assist you.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
New and gradually diangtn
YOU BORN TODAY are.a
influences, trends indicat,gd. natural 'leader, endowed with
You won't like them all On- excellent gifts for organization
mediately, but many are better and dauntless courage. Many
than they appear at a glanee. great militarists have been
Study everything carefully.
Anew:You are also extremely
VIRGO
nr)., versatile on the creative side.
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
e.''" and could carve outs successfi:
Planetary aspects somewhat career in almost any of the arts.
restrictive. Shun contentious but especially in music
matters, unscrupulous persons, literature or DE-Mester. In the,
risky and untried_ventures.
latter case, you would be at
LIBRA
jx.r-3, your best in highly dramatic
(SePC: 24 to Oct. 23) —'roles. Incidentally, this same
Objectivity and foresight will flair for the dramatic which you
be day's prime requirements, possess, would also make you
Do not be coerced into deals or an excellent trial lawyer, if this
activities which you would not is your boot. Birthdate of
normally consider.
Herbert Lehman, Amer
SCORPIO - .4•54p statesman; Rick
Barry.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
basketball star; Edmund
Stars indicate that you could Muskie, politician*:

e.!v)
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Chapter M was orgartized in
the home of Mrs. Ralph Woods
on March 20, 1964, with sixteen
charter members. Nine of
these charter members are
still active in Chapter M._while
others as Well as many who
have become members or
&mined from other chapters
have moved from Murray and
trasferred their memberships
elsewhere. Mrs. Woods is the
only charter member kiit101
death.

Keel-Ballard Ifedding
- Vdws Exchanged In
Ceremony At S,t. Jerome Catholic Church

Your Individual
Horoscope

nsir-

Assisting her were Mrs.
Morgan Sisk and Mrs. Larrie
Clark whose official title is
guard. Tables were centered
with
bowls of daisies
featuring the yellow and white
colors of the Sisterhood. Mrs.
Henry McKenzie pronounced
the invocation. A large birthday cake, also in yellow and
white was cut by the retiring
president, Mrs. Olga Freeman
and the new president, Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, Jr.

State, Shu Chen Liang, a
protege of the chapter and
holder of a similar scholarship.
Mrs. Robert Bryan was
installed as vice president of
the chapter for the coming
year. Memorial scrapbook of
the chapter were displayed on
the birthday occasion.
Announcement was made of
state convention plans being
formulated by Chapter H,
Louisville, and an invitation
extended to the celebration of
the fiftieth wedding anniversary of the Rev. and Mrs.
Henry McKie,to be held at
the
Murray
Woman's
Clubhouse on Sunday, April 2.
Members of Chapter M are to
be among assistants for the
reception.
Mrs. Paul Stun-n, yearbook
chairman, announced the next
meeting which will be held
Monday, April 3, at 7:30 p.m.
in the home of Mrs...Willnun
Major. Miss Herron will
present a book. review. The
lioitesS gift was presented to
Mrs. Major.
A program of colorful slides
- on "Spring Gardens" was
presented by Mrs. Lindsey
and featured the formal
gardens at Williamsburg and
rhododendrons and azaleas
from a Lindsey family garden
in Mayfield.
Others present in addition to
those named were Mesdames
L. J. Hortin, Lawrence
1Philptit, A. C. LaFollette, and
Hugh L Oakley.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Maurine Hargrove of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital
at Paducah.
RETURN HOME
Dr. and Mrs. John T
Murdock and son, Rick and
Larry, returned to their home
in Middleton, Wisconsin, on
Sunday after having been the
guests of their parents, Mr
and Mrs. Phillip Murdock and
Mrs. John Workman.
VISIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn
of Atlanta, Ga., were the
Easter weekend guests of her
mother, Mrs. John Workman.
They were also guelts of his
two sisters, Mrs. Harty.
Culpepper aryl Mrs. J.. D
Lassiter and Their husbands.
and of his brother, Harold
Lloyd Dunn.

N

Daily Specials
From

Seven Seas!
*TUESDAY SPECIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious

serving of Catfish Fillet,

fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies and cole slaw.

*WEDNESDAY SPECIAL*
Landlubber Special
Fried Chicken
Southern fried golden brown with

Save Ener12-,v

choice of potato cole slaw and
southern hushpuppies

Efficient -use of a clothes
dryer can sa‘e energy. the
National .Assoclation of
Realtors says
*Check- the dryer exhaust
ncraAlriMilly anitrlean
is clogged A ( logged exhaust
increi
.
ises drying time ,ind
energy consumption.
*After ear h load. clean the
lint filter.
*Sort clothes by Thic kne4s
and •dry accordingly.
Overdrying wastes energy
and wrinkles clrahes.
*Once the drying cycle is
completed. immediately
remove and hang up clothtik,
titbit- need...ironing That will'
reeve - wrinkling and cut
ironing time
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Restaurant
7 53 4 1 4 1

Highway 641 N.

99

For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood
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Whiie,"s Bill
WortYlierd Him
sought to collect from White and his
FRANKFORT -- In the melee of the
insurance company, but before White
closing hours of the General Assembly
could take his case to court against
'Rep. James White, D-Barbourville,
Prudential. Prudential sued his com?tucceeded in piggybacking an amendpany and him as an individual.
pient onto a bill that makes an insurer
The case has been in court since some
liable for acts of an agent.
time in 1974. Meanwhile, White,
It's the sequel to a story that began
-operator of a small coal company,
back in 1974 when White, operator of a couldn't operate and produce coal
small coal company, bought workmen's
because Prudential said he didn't have.
compensation insurance from an agent
workmen's compensation insurance.
of Prudential Life Insurance Co. in
White claims he had to relinquish some
Pineville, Ky.
leases and that it cost him almost a
The sad part of the story is that the
quarter of a million dollars for the coal
bill is not going to help White because it
busine+ was booming in 1974.
IS an act after the fact.
The legislative session opened
Under Kentucky law business firms
January 3 this year and White inare required to carry workmen's
troduced Muse Bill 151 January. 6
compensation- insurance or be self
establishing liability of an insurer for
pssin-ed. Conforming to this law, White
ageht, The
passed the
pechased the -- insuratite- from • - -tht--- •
House February 6-by a vole of 61-0. It
P lie Ile- agent who White says ad- was received in ths.Senate Feb. 7- and
vertised in newspapers, the yellow
wound its way thr6ugh the,conunittee
pages of the telephone directory and the
getting its required second
process,
sign on his office door as being. he
reading
3 and was sent to the
March
Pruden tial representative of that ar--ea"iti7c-Committee. A -floor amendment
and writing workmen's compensation
was attached March 7, and recominsurance.
mitted to the State Government
Relying on this advertising and the
Committee March 10.
fact as White says, the agent was one of
March 13, the bill was reported
the top sales agents for Prudential and
to Rules with a committee
favorably
had won several citations from the
technical
making
amendinent
company. White purchased the incorrections. The bill died there.
surance. White says he filled out a
Undaunted. White sought a Senate
check to Prudential and left the amount
March 15 he could attach his bill to
hill
of money blank. The agent filled in the.
as art zunendnient:This was Senate Bill
amount of $200 and the check was
320 prohibiting an insurer from incashed with a stamp on the back,
creasing automobile liability insurance
payable only to Prudential.
premiums solely as the result of an
White later gave another. check to
accident claim filed by an insured who
Prudential for $974 or the workmen's
was not at fault . or .contributorily
compensation insurance, but this had
negiligent. March 17, the bill was
no endorsement other than the payee
passed by the House with the amendwas liable for the amount of the check._
-meat attached by a -vote of. 67,4.
• About a month later, a man was
The Senate concurred in the amendkilled in the White Star Coal Co. whir
ment the last day of the session; March
White mined and operated. Prudential
18, by voice vote.
refused to pay the claim on the grounds
White may have lost in court to the
that the company did not sell work•'rock" but unless future legislatures
men's compensation insurance.
change his bill, he isn't going to be
- The widow of the deceased man
rocked anymore.
, -
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Monday,- March 27
Mo.; and sculpture by Joseph W.
Three baseball games are scheduled
Emery of Martin, Tenn. These exhibits
to be played at Reagan Field: Eastern
are open to the public.
Michigan vs. Valparaiso at 10 a.m.; Saturday and Sunday,
Eastern Michigan vs Murray State at 1
April 1 and 2
p.m: Valparaiso vs Murray State at 3
A hand bookbinding workshop
p.m.
sponsored by the Kentucky Arts
Tuesday, March PA
Commission and the Kentucky
. Three baseball games are scheduled
Endowment for the Arts will be held
to be played at Reagan Field: Missouri from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day in Room
..vs Valparaiso at 10 a.m.; North Dakota
411 of the Fine Arts Center. An 1.8 fee
vs Murray State at 1 p.m.: and Murray includes all costs.
State vs Valparaiso at 3 p.m.
April 1 thru 19
Crepe making, a three-session course
On exhibition in the Clara M. Eagle
offered in the Life and Learning Gallery of the Fine Arts Center will be
program, will begin at 6,p(m. in Room an exhibit on architectural restoration
206 of the Applied Science Building. The by Nore Winter of Denver, Colorado,
instructor will be Brenda Hankinson. and an exhibition of documentation
Wednesday, March 29
with prints, photos and collage of the
Murray State will play a baseball wrappings of the coast of Australia by
double-header at Reagan Field. The "Christo," a New York City sculptor.
Racers-will play Missouri at 1 p.m. and Saturday, April 1
• North Dakota at 3 p.m.
The annual Murray State University
Thursday. March 30
Mathematics and Science Fair for
-; A second seminar on debated issues elementary,junior high and high school
- in testing and grading will be held in students in the region will be held from
Room 17, Wrather Hall from 3 to 5 p.m. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the West Kentucky
Lunch will be served at Devanti's from Livestock and Exposition Center. The
11:45,3.m. to 1 p.m. Reservations may public is invited to view the exhibits
be made and additional information after 12 Noon. There is no charge.
obtained .by calling the Center for .Sunday, April 2
•
Enhahcement of Teaching EffecThe. Murray State baseball Racers
_tiveness at 762-2335.
will play Brown University in a single
Murray State will meet North Dakota game, beginning at 3 p.m. at Reagan
in a 3 p.m. baseball game at Reagan Field.
Field.
A recital by Shela Bondurant,
A public lecture by U. S. Senator clarinet, of Paducah will begin at 3:30
Richard G. Lugar of Indiana is p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall of the Fine
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in the Mason Arts Center:The public is invited, free
; Hall Auditorium. The lecture is of admission.
presented by the Department of
Political Science as part of its Harry
Lee Waterfield Lecture Series.
A horn recital by John Hancock, a
member of the-Murray State music
faculty, will begin at 8:15 p.m. in the
Old Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
"And, behold, they brought to less
Arts Center.
a man sick of the palsy, lying on a
bed: and Jesus seeing their faith said
Friday, March .31
Murray State bagEtallTerrn sill play unto the sick of the palsy; Son, be of
a doubleheader at Reagan Field. The good cheer; thy sins be forgiven
Racers will play North Dakota at 1 p.m. thee." Matthew 9:2
je.sus saw "their faith." there is the
and Brown at 3 p.m.
kind of faith that saves others' Art,
-The Actor's Theatre of Louisville will
you exercising faith in behd If 01
present "A Lion in Winter" beginning others?
, at 8 p.m. tthe-University- Theatre of
the Price Doyle Fine Art.-Center.
Friday, March .31
Miirray Ledger 85Times
through Saturday, April 1
• The Fifth Annual Murray State Jazz
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher
Festival will include two days of imR Gene McCutcheon
Editor
provisation in clinics and concerts.
The Murray Ledger & Tunes is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4. Chest. Admission fees are 82 for students and
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thanksinvinv 1,.•
Inc__ 103 _N. 4th s:
Murrar--New
---Strfor-others for the entire festival. A
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Portage Paid .tt
concert will be held Friday at 7:30 p.m.
Murray.Ky 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
• in the Student Center Auditorium and at
earners. $2.50 per month. payable in advance
. 8 p.m. on Saturday in the University
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har. Theatre of the Fine Arts Center.
din, MayLeld,Sedalia and i'arinington. Ky ,and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. Tn . 1117 50 per
Admission prices for the concerts are $1
year By mail to other *Morton. $32.50 per
for students and 63 for all others.
year
Member or As.sotiated Press, Kentucky Press
Friday, March 31 through
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
•
Wednesday, April 12
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
On exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle
republish local news originated by The Murray
Lodger & Times as well as all other AP news
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center will be:
ELF:PHONE NUMBERS
:graphic.s by Linda May Pierce of Paris,
:53-19Io
Business Offwe
753-1916
Classified Advertising .
.-Tenn.: paintings by James Alexander
.
Retail Display Advertising
tAvetishorof graphic designs by
.. 753-1914
153-1916
News and Sports Dept
Linda Catherine .Mueth of St. Loins,

Bible Thought
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Heartline is a service for senior
-citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I worked in the
.railroad iqdustry and I presently draw
my railroad retirement benefits. I am
66 years old. I have seen that the Social
Security recipients can now earn more
money 'and still receive their fullbenefits. Will people on railroad
retirement get the_ same earning
restrictions as those on Social Security?
F.L.
A: Yes. Those railroad retirement
•••
annuitants subject to earnings
restrictions (generally, retired employes and spouses who • are also
ee7P.5rai011111100
qualified for Social Security benefits
and almost all survivor annuitants) can
. _earn morsilefore..work_dedudions are
made in 1978. Annuitants age 65 or over
can earn $4,000 in 1978 before work.
deductions are made;- for annuitants
under age 65, earnings of $3,240 in 1978
are allowed before deductions are
made. •
Clint titittmealth COUSUIIIer By MARIA BRADEN
For annuitants over age 65, the anAssociated Press Writer'
nual exempt earnings amount increases to $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 in 1980,
$5,500 in 1981 and to 86,000 in 1982.
HEARTLINE: I start"! drawing
Social Security retirement benefits at
Codie Caldwell was elected as age 62. I have been drawing benefits for
president of the Miliray Lions Club. 14 months. Now I have an opportunity
Other officers,are- Z..-C. Enix, Lester for an exceptionally high-paying job,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API — Spring of the job he did for them.
.
Nanny, Joe Pat Ward, Kenneth Win- which wil4-401:for three or Tour years.
has arrived, bringing with it potential
way
to
be sure you're getting a
One
ters, Frank Fazi, Hafton Garner, Joe Can I stop drawing Social Security
trouble for Kentucky homeowners fair price is to obtain at least three
Pat Trevathan, R. L. Cooper,and W.B. retirement now and start drawing
eager to begin fixing-up weather-worn competitng bids front different conagain three or four years from now? McCuiston.
houses.
tractors, specifying the job to be done
Deaths reportedinclude Mrs. Fannie F.R.
Fly-by-night repairmen and, con- and the kinds of materials.
A: Yes,you may suspend your Social
Henry, age 77, and Autry Carroll, age
tractors tend to sprout with the
Security retirement benefits for the
The best protection is a detailed,
44.
crocuses when the weather turns written_contract_listing.the total cost of
_ Airman Joseph R. Hargrove, son-of - duration of your new job. But your age
-warm,taking advantage of older people the repair job, and itemizing work to be
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Hargrove, is 62 reductiOn wilLNOT apply when your
and young couples who like the idea of done and materials.
attending Technical school USAF, benefits resume after your high-paying having repairs done cheaPly.
Find out if the contractor is licensed
Defense Language Institute, Monterey, job ends.
One way to protect yourself from and ask for proof.
When a retired person age 62-64
California. ;
unscrupulous
contractors
and
benefit or only part
The contractor should also be able to
Mrs. Maryi,Lovett-aiid Harold Fones receipes no mont
repairmen is to check out the individaal show you proof of injury liability and
monthly
of
a
benefit
due to work
were marrie.t"
areh '72 at her home.
with the local Better Business Bureau property damage _insurance.
-Members * the cast of the play, deductions, these months are no longer
or other consumer protection agency in
counted at age 65 and a new reduction
For your own protection, insist that
"You're Onl Young Once," to be
your community.
factor is computed. In your case, if you
the contractor obtain the proper
presented by the Murray High School
But even that check
up --building permits, and see that the
junior class on March 29 are Johnny. are 65 or older when you start drawing
bad reports about a repairman if property is inspected.
benefits again, ynurheriefit woidd-orily
Quertermous, Ronnie McNutt, Ernie
someone has already complained to the
be reduced by the 14 months you
Williams, Wayne Henry, Bill Heise,
• One df the biggest home repair
agency about his work.
received benefits and not 36 months.
Greg Wilson, John Mark Hale, Steve
A clean slate might just -mean that -complaints reported to consumer
Thus, at 5-9 of 1 per cent per month,
Knight, Steve Compton, Debbie
the fly-by-nighter has never been in
protection agencies is that the conyour benefit would only be reduced 7.8
Edmonds,Debbie Jones, Debbie Steele,
your area before, or that he's just
tractor was paid a dash advance, but
per cent and not 20 per cent.
Darlene Stuart, Paula Owens, Esabelle
starting out.
never did the work he was paid for.
On top of this, your high earnings up
Ray, Mary Matarazzo, Dana Johnson, You're safer to hire a contractor
To avoid that pitfall, don't pay
to the year you stop work will be inDeborah Mabry, and Donna Jones.
who's been in your community for a
anything until the job is done. A fly-bycluded in your benefit increase,.
number of years. That will allow you to
night operator is much more likely to
.depending on how high the earnings
check his financial references and to
need instant cash than an established
actually were. You should notify Social
ask previous customers what they think
operator.
Security as soon asyou start this job So
Officials of the Western Kentucky
Hospitals will meet at the Murray. that you are not paid benefits for your
months Of work, and then notify them
Hospital on March 28, according-to
again when you stop.
Bernard C. Harvey, hospital adHEARTLINE: I am going to be 65
ministrator, and Dr. C. L. Tuttle, chief
years old this year. I have been
of the medical staff.
drawing Social Security for three years
Deaths reported include Jesse
now. When I turn 65, I will become
Mullins.
eligible
for Medicare. I am very unJimmy Thompson, member, of
decided about buying a supplemental
Future Farmers of America chapter'at
health insurance policy for Medicare. I
Murray Training School, spoke on
am in excellent health and have not
"Peaceful Uses Of Atomic Energy" at
been to the doctor i except for a yearly
the meeting of the Murray Lions Club
documents, and to administer oaths
By MARIA BRADEN
checkup) in about 20 years. Everything
held at the Murray Woman's Club
and rule on perjury if there was inAssociated Press Writer i..
.
I read says that a person's income and
House.
dication that faulty information had
LEXINGTON, Ky9 (AP) — State
desires
should dictate whether they buy
been presented. The committee would
Births reported include a girl, Teresa
legislators went home at the end of the
an insurance policy. Do you think a
Gale,
be
to
able
to
Mr.
and
request
assistance
Mrs.
from the
Darrell Lockhart
60-day session last week, but not before
person's present state of health should
state attorney general and auditor of on March 1; a girl, Regina Ann, to Mr.
enacting laws to extend their legislative
have some bearing on this? K.F.
and
Mrs.
public
accounts.
Robert
R.
Cook
on
March 2;
clout into the interim.
A: In some cases, health would be a
girl„ Bonnie Fay, to Mr. and Mrs.
With a strong evaluation process, the
Because it only meets for three
determining factor, but normally you
Edgar
state
would
be
in
a
Thomas
Smith
much
on
better
March
position
2; boy,
months every two years, the Kentucky
can be taking a big risk by letting your
Terry Allan, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
to terminate ineffective programs and
General Assembly has traditionally
current state of health dictate when you
Allen
agency
Wiser
services,
on
which
March
is
a
5;
politically
boy,
James
bowed to the executive branch during
buy a health insurance policy. Your
Dean, to Mr. and Mrs. William
sensitive area, Clarke said:the 21-month interlm. ,
health can change rapidly, and once
"It's the only way we'll ever get a
Raymond Arnett on March 13.
A powerful governor and an array of
you become unhealthy, it is then very
Darrylin Treas has been elected as
handle on reducing the size of state
agencies and subagencies- traditionally
difficult, if not possible, to get health
sweetheart of the Kirksey High School
government," he said.
control state government when the leginsurance and even more difficult to get
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
Another measure destined to become
islature is not in session.
a go:pod Medicare supplement.
America.
law will set up a legislative review
But legislation enacted by the 1978
There' are some Medicare suppanel
for
personal
service contracts.
General Assembly should give the
plements which will cover you for all
legislature a stronger hand in seeing
Clarke, who sponsored the measure,
preexisting health conditions imthat agencies implement programs
said that a lot of money has probably
mediately. Some people have been
The _closing date of the Murray dark
according to legislative intent and that
been wasted on such contracts, allikky enough to find such a policy after
fired tobacco market has been extmoney appropriated by the legislature
though it's not as much as is involve in
their health turned for the worse.
neded from March 26 to March 31,
is well-speitt.
agency budgets.
Others have been less fortunate and
Thurmond,
according
Cecil
to
.Personal service contracts are
One proposed new -law • would
have lost their life savings, home and
secretary of the Murray Tobacco Board
awarded by the state for engineering,
establish a legislative program review
all they worked for during their entire
of
Trade,
and
L.
L.
Veal,
president
of
architectural, legal and other services
and investigation committee to
lives.
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco•
evaluate agency performance on a
where such services are not available
It is'our -opinion that even a person
Association.
Growers
year-round basis.
in state goyernment. Critics havewho is presently in very good health can
Deaths reported include Lee
"It's something we should have been
chargel thIt the contracts are used to
still benefit from having health inCarraway, age 71.
doing for a long time," said Rep. Joe
reward friends of the administration.
surance.
As we stated earlier, it can be
Clarke, D-Danville, who Sponsored the
Members of the Ag Club bf Murray
The proposed new law provides for a
risky and later on very expensive to not
State College will plant pine seedlings
legislation.
pulllic review of all contracts, and
have a health insurance policy.
on two atres on the Wade Crawford
"We've developed our abilities in
requires that they contain a 30-day
Heartline has developed a book on
farm as part of the Calloway County
cancellation clause.
budget review as far as we can," he
purchasing health insurance. HearReforestation Project.
said ma telephone interview,"but have
Clarke Said the public review process
Wm's Guide to Health Insurance can
F. D. Mellen, professor of English at
not developed an'effectivefollowup on
should help insure that agencies award
be purchased for
Send your order
Murray State College and member of
personal service contracts only in cases
agency performance."
to: Heartline, P.0. Box 11934, Chicago,
the Murray Lions Club, spoke on "Man
Clarke. chairman of the House
of proven need.
III. 60611. Please allow six weeks for
Cannot Live on Bread Alone" at the
Another measure approved by the
Appropriations and Revepue Comdelivery.
Murray Lions Club meeting held at the
mittee, which held extensive budget
General Assembly could have a. farMurray Woman's Club House.
hearings during the legisltive session, .aching effect _ on legislative perWRITE A LETTER Bob Prince and Emmett Burkeen,
said committee members have become
fonnance.
Letters to the editor are welcomed
members
of
Team
the
Debate
at
,
which
bill,
must still be approved
The
ophisticated_enough_lo_know how to
and encouraged. All letters must be
Murray State College, presented the
ask good questions about an agency's
by voters, would amend the state
signed by the writer and the writer's
program at the meeting of the^Murray
Constitution to change the date of
proposals.
address and phone number must be
Rotary Club.
"We've been able to fine tune the
elections from odd-numbered to evenincluded for verification. The phone
budget review priiCess," Clarke said,
numbered years, thereebpyaroviding
number will not be published.
but we still can't measure th gap
more thana year of pr
tion betLetters should be typewritten and
between promises and performance."
ween the election and the mitt regular
double-spaced
whenever possible
He said the legislature needs to know
legislative session.
and should be on topics of general
whether, an agency is obtaining the
The proposal would also -delete the
interest.
Millions of words and thousands of
desired ' results from budgeted
requirement that the legislature meet
Editors reserve the right to
books
have been printed to explain the
progfams, and whether there is a real
for 60 consecutive days.
condense or reject any letter and
theory
of
government.
It
need'for what the .agency is doing.
wou/d
Ike sponsor, House Speaker William
seem,
limit frequent writers.
His bill _ would establish a subKenton, 0-Lexington. said he believes however, that all those words sidestep
address correspondence to:
committee of the-I.egislatiire Research • thr-nrlded-tinwriement will be a-bet the gtea.tse,1 fact of government that 'Editor, The -Murray- Ledger &
was.
ever
observed—that there never
( dfn mission --with the -pOwer ,to Mbto legislative independence and effec- 'Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
was a government that was too small.
pora and examine witnesses
tiveness.
(
and
./

Looking Back

Spring Normally
Brings 'Repairman'1_

10 Years Ago

...

20 Years Ago

Legislators
Extend Clout

30 Years Ago
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JUNIOR VARSITY WINS — Shown here are members of the Calloway County junior varsity speeds team who
were winners in the regional tournament held at Murray State University over the past weekend.

The Calloway County High School
Junior Varsity Speech Team continued
the winnin4. tradition for speech at
Calloway as they won first place
sweepstakes honors at the Regional
Speech Festival at Murray State
University on Friday and Saturday.
The Laker junior varsity was first in its
division. Trigg County was second and
Brazleton was third.
Calloway qualified members in 30
positions for the Junior _Varsity State
Speech Tournament which will be held
April 21 and 22. Their closest competitor was Trigg County which

qualified 16 members.
Laker members qualifying for the
state towmament were: Broadcasting Mickey Hutson, Kim Marr, and Louis
Zimmerman; Discussion - Lori
Edwards, Louis Zimmerman, Debbie
Gupton, and Anita Smith;
Dramatics - Debbie Hooks; Duet
Acting - Lori Hale and Tona Lovett,
Scott Coleman and Sandy Jeffrey, and
Celisa Curd and Gina Gargus;
Extemporaneous Speaking - Mike
Jackson, Kim Weatherford, Danny
Lamb, and Sandy White; Monologue Earl Brown, Debbie Hooks, and Ben

By The Associated Press
Most of the nation's soft coal
miners today donned hard
hats and rode rail cars and
elevators down into the pits
they had grudgingly ifused to
return to for 110-days.'
But at some mines in
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia,
United
Mine
Workers members balked at
crossing picket lines set up
Sunday night by striking mine
construction workers.
Contract talks were to
resume today in Washington
between the construction
workers and the Association of
Bituminous
Contractors.

TOKYO ( AP — Militant foes
of Japan's new international
airport who wrecked the
control tower under cover of
an assault by thousands of
demonstrators vowed today to
continue their attacks on the
billiondollar Narita field.
"We'll employ everything
we can. We'll fight until we see
the airport abolished," said
Issaku Tomura, the leader of
the Anti-Airport League.
Airport officials said the
attackers Sunday smashed

The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America has
,donated emergency baby
layettes to the Calloway
County American Red Cross.
The preparation and contribution of the -layettes was
one of the community service
projects each FHA chapter
must complete each year to
meet with state and national
FHA requirements. Credit is
also given to FHA chapters
toward the standing of an
"Honor Roll Chapter" for
projects of this nature that are
completed.
Susan Crass, coordinator of
the prOject as responsible
for the design and contents of

each layette. The layettes
contains articles most needed
for a newborn such as soap,
powder, oil, wash cloths and
towels. All of the objects have
been placed in brightly
decorated boxes.
Blankenship,
Jean
executive director of the local
Red Cross, will be offering the
baby supplies to needy individuals through her office as
well as through other agencies
in the county. Blankenship
reported that this was a very
well thought and needed
donation and that Susan Crass
FHA
entire
and
the
organization of Murray High
School deserved credit for
their generosity and idea.

Negotiations recessed Sunday
night with both sides reporting
they were near agreement but
too exhausted to continue.

Brumley;
Poetry - Less Jones, Marcia Canning ham,and Celisa Curd; Prose - Lena
Jones, Donna Swift, Marcia Cunningham, and Lanessa Jones;
Public Speaking - Danny Lamb, Mike
Jackson, and Kim Weatherford; and
Storytelling - Ben Brumley and Mickey
Hutson.
Uoacn Larry Engla
the young members on their performance. April will be a crucial Month
for both the varsity and junior varsity
speech teams as Calloway will try to
sweep both state tournaments.

radar, communications and
meteorology equipment in the
control room, and the opening
Thursday of the airport 41
miles northeast of Tokyo will
probably have to be delayed
again. Demonstrations, riots,
attacks and other blocking
tactics have already delayed
the opening of the airport for
six years.
PARIS (AP) — Kidnapped
industrialist Baron EdouardJean Empain, freed after two
months, says his captors kept
him chained and hooded, but
despite rough treatment he
came home in good health.
Empain, 40-year-old
Belgian head of the EmpainSchneider industrial empire,
was freed Sunday night,'two
days after police ambushed
five of the kidnappers as they
were about to pick up an $8.6million ransom payment.
The kidnappers freed the
baron Sunday night on the
southeast side of Paris and
gave him a few francs. He
took the subway to the Place
de l'Opera, telephoned his
wife, and she and police officials picked him up and took
him home.

Jerusalem the ministers still
believe Begin's -proposal for
Palestinian autonomy on the
West Bank of the Jordan River
and a continuation of Israeli
control until some future time
is a fair basis on which to
continue peace talks with
Egypt.
The spokesman_saide
cabinet unaiiimously endorsed
Begin's handling of his recent
talks with President Carter, in
which the prime minister
insisted Israel will not withdraw from the West Bank of
the Jordan River and that
Jewish
settlements
established by Israel in the
occupied territories must
remain.

HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) -Portions of two western
Kentucky highways have been
covered by high waters from
the Mississippi River, but
›olice said early today that no
evacuations have been
necessary.
JERUSALEM (AP) — The
State police at the Mayfield
Israeli Cabinet closed ranks post said Kentucky highways
behind
Prime Minister 94 and 1129 are covered by
Menachem Begin and again water in Hickman County.
unanimously endorsed his
The National Weather
proposals for peace with the Service has issued a general
Arabs despite American' -flood • waTttittg lir - effect
opposition to them.
through today for persons
Cabinet spokesman Arieh along
Mississippi.
the
Naor said altar the weekly Missouri and Illinois- riven,
cabinet meeting Sunday in Crests of eight to nine feet
above flood stage can be
expected along, the river,.
forecasters said.

ACCEPTS DONATION FROM FHA — lean Blankenship,(left) executive threcior of
the American Red Cross, accepts one of the emergency baby layettes from Murray
High 5chool FHA President, Dana Shipley. At right is Sally Crass,FHA advjsor.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ,
The body of Carolyn Perry, U.
was found in an abandonoi
apartment building here
homici(iP
Sunday
and
detectives say preliminar:,
findings indicate she vias
strangled.
The girl's body was found iii
a second floor closet t) neighborhood children who
were playing in the building
near her home, police
spokesman Carl Yates said
She had been missing since 8
p.m. Sunday, Yates added.
' An autopsy was performed
lite Sunday and results were
expected to be known
sothetime May,Yates said.

It's nice to know they're there when you need
them. Help the Red Cross help you...GIVE!
It doesn't take a disaster to know that the Red Cross helps the
people in this community, but most people don't know about
the Red Cross and the many things they do until a disaster
happens. It's a sad fact, considering that their important
contributions to our health and safety rely mainly on our
contributions. The first aid programs, water safety
instruction, service to military families and blbod
banks go on throughouLthe year.. and in times
of emergency, they're on the spot with medical
aid and moral support. The Red . Cross is there
for you...be there for them. They need you,
your support, your time, your contributions
to continue to serve our community.
Give generously.
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,WERE OK..
ARE TRULY
Where else,but SAV- rite
can you find such fantastic
savings on....
listerine

4111111==a

MOUTHWASH & GARGLE

TOOTHPASTE

••••••

7 OZ.
REG. RETAIL
$1.59 EACH

140Z.
REG. RETAIL
$1.69

18 OZ.
REG. RETAIL
$2.15

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

klus clams

hIMA.UOMIS
ON(*master

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAVE 71c

LISTERIN

8

t
FAA.,
OnOras
BeQ Dmatn

F Vt44-1°

C000s a"
)
n'"ksdarrs svo inluefs
t r
oac socrunes

USTERINE
AP•Ti••••fIC
Germs
Orl

•••

of oiciy

BEAUTY LOTION
TRIAL SUE
REG. RETAIL $1.50

12 OZ.
REG. RETAIL
$2.33 EACH

Oz.
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

88.

$128
SAVE $1.05

SAVE 62c

•

Cutex
'S AO'S

1. UPSET STOMACM •.t1. MAO
ACHE o, 000V ACKS anl PAINS

0

25
tablets

«iim Specially Buffered Aspirin

REG. RET141.$1.24

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

58c

POLISH REMOVER
33% MORE X
k FREE

LOW PRICE
SAVE 66c

38c

DISCOM DRI

CEVIIIIS

BEL AIR CENTER
9-9 DAILY
1-6 SUNDAY
PHONE 753-8304
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-BLIT-OUR-LOW PRICES
:

I.
GG
NI)
BO
HOUSEWARES & AUDIO
Buy one of these

GE,CB RADIOS,and receive
GE CB REBATE!

eefif ••.re)

ne

144
3-5801

orr-1

3-5811

Compact 40 Ch. CB with PLL (Phase Lock Loop)
circuitry, S/RF meter and switchable ANL.

STERIN
ANT,sEprc

$

Lighted S/RF meter, PA (Public Address),
switchable ANL, quick release mounting
• system and 3-position PA-CB switch.

88

Features AWI light to warn you when antenna
needs adjustment, switchable Noise Blanker/ANL,
Delta Tune,PA switch, screw-on type Mic.

$

•

MFG. RETAIL $159.95

MFG. RETAIL $139.95

MFG. RETAIL $124.95

SAY-RITE'S
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

3-5812

SAY-RITE'S $69
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

88

SAY-RITE'S
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

$6988

GET-DETAILS
IN IHM STORE
HURRYWHILE
OFFER LASTS!

CERMS

V MILUONS
)
IV CONTACT

COnOraw

F v4Por.
'

WITH REBATE 4988
FROM GE

WITH REBATE $5988
FROM GE

Crisp,
ten dollar
check ...
direct
from GE

WITH REBATE $5988
FROM GE

ORAIRrt
1")
ouitont 5. Trot,als
s.,0a.ros
NUS 11/1U. ts.os

f LOTION
L SIZE
TAIL $1.50

Oz.
RITE'S
PRICE

MAKES BURGER MAKING EASY-

TWIN BURGER
COOKER &
,„=D® SANDWICH
GRILL

and lets you make hot dogs, sandwiches, sausages,
steaks, eggs, muffins and more, quickly and
conveniently.

MFG. RETAIL $2995

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE $14
"

-4111OPP
where craftsmen stilt care*

8 Piece

(5207)

SAVE $15.07

CLUB ALUMINUM
SET
SET INCLUDES:

Oc

2 QT. SAUCEPAN & COVER
/
11

2 QT. SAUCEPAN & COVER

I 62c

7 IN. FRY PAN
10 IN. FRY PAN

TT,

41/2 QT. DUTCH OVEN & COVER

#4962

DAY

MFG. RETAIL
$89.00

1

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
SAVE

$49'2

$3918
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PA

Versatile Jim Beattie Making
Himself Spot On Yankee Staff

(MI RRAY litM,l If lsflMF.S)

PORTS

- e
11) HERSCHEL NISSE
it 40 in one-run games,edging the San Diego Padres 3-0.
AP Sports Writer
Wittrthe National Collegiate the. Cincinnati Reds ..V.2 on..._ -The St. Louis Cardinals
Basketball Championship up Claudeli Washington's rtipped the ..petroit Tigers 3-2
for grabs tonight, ,it's only seventh-inning sacrifice fly. on Ted Simmons' pinch single
proper that big Jim Beattie Dave Johnson doubled home in the 11th inning, and Chris
the winning run in the eighth Speier delivered a run-scoring
should be in the headlines.
However. Beattie is getting inning as the Philadelphia pinch single in the 13th as the
his sports mixed up. An All- Phillies edged the Pittsburgh Montreal Expos shaded the
LAS VEGAS, Nev.(AP)- "Tomorrow," said Holmes,
New England eager at Dar- Pirates 3-2.
Toronto Blue Jays 5-4..
His trunks were split, trA the when asked when he would be
tmouth in 1974, MVP of the -Minnesota's Rob Wilfong, -Bobby Grich singled home decision was unanimous for ready to face Norton. "But
Kodak Classic •. in 75 and who homered earlier, tripled the winning run to give the Larry Holmes in his fight that's not the point. How soon
Dartmouth's captain-elect for home the decisive run in the California Angels a 6-5 10- against Earnie Shavers.
_
will Norton be readY?"
the 75-76 season, Beattie is llth inning, giving the Twins a inning victory over the
Norton would only say
"I didn't cart,"said Holmes
slowly but surely hurling his 7-6 triumph over the Atlanta Cleveland .Indians, and Tony of the fact that for three of the "Holmes talks too much."
way onto the star-studded but Braves. Dav_e_. Roberts, Paul Armas hit a two-run homer in 12 rounds Saturday he was not "But his manager,Bob Biron,
ailing pitching staff of the Reuschol and Dennis Lamp the Oakland A's 6-4 triumph a well-dressed fighter. "I who attended Saturday's fight
world champion New York combined one six-hit shutout over the Seattle Mariners.
would have fought without with Norton,said,"We'll fight
Yankees.
whoever the WBC tells us to."
trunks."
Catfish Hunter,coming off a
Promoter Don King and Sid
That would have been a
bad year, has diabetes. §oretelevision first, but it wouldn't Gathrid of Caesars Palace,
shouldered -Don Gullett hasn't
have helped Shavers. Holmes site of Saturday's fight, would
thrown a ball in anger this
did everything but knock out like to see Norton and Holmes
prink._ Roo Guidry, behind
the power puncher, and he meet at the hotel casilm in
schedule because of a bout
did that in the Closing June. Gathrid said NBC and
almost
The Müñay State track team concluded its highly suc- seconds of the final round.
with the flu, has been hit hard.
ABC-were interested.
Andy.Messersmith is sidelined cessful trip to the Florida Relays with a sparkling per- - It was a masterful
It was a costly defeat for the
formance Saturday- and earned three more places in the exhibition, and it probably 33-year-old Shavers, who
with a,shoulder separation.,
.
And the 6-foot-6, 210-pound prestigous event.
earned the unbeaten Holmes a hoped to step into a second
placed in all
Friday
and
events
four
in
participated
MSU
advantage
of
BeattieAS-talting
title shot at Ken Norton, the shot at the title. He lost a 15the situation. The hard- four events as the Racershad one of their best days in the World
BoXing "''Cduncil - round - • championship bid
throwing right-hander fired history of the school. The two-mile relay team won first place
against Muhammad Ali last
champion.
heavyweight
five strong innings Sunday - while Murray had two third places and a fourth in the Friday
fall..
one run, four hits, one walk, action.
"Larry won the fight ... no
three strikeouts - and the - On Saturday, Murray State was in five events and placed in
about it," said Shavers.
doubt
By The associated Press
Yankees rallied for six runs in three. No team scores were kept but had they been, the
"It just wasn't my day."
Games
Saturday's
the bottom of the ninth inning Racers would have finished high among the 24 full teams
That as an understatement.
Detroit 5,Philadelphia 2
to defeat the New York Mets 9- which were entered.
Two of the judges gave every
4,
Atlanta
Houston
0
The distance medley relay team placed third Satitrday m
6.
round to Holmes,and the third
Toronto 4,Montreal0 •
Cast Tennessee won the event while Iowa wassecond.
-Elsewhere-: - -- - - - _
scored 11 rounds for the 28Kansas City 3;'Pittsburgh 1
-John Montefusco pitched • Dave Warren led off for MSU with a 1:50.7 in-the 880 then
year-old-winner.
St. Loins 2, Minnesota 1
Dave
ni
50.1.
quarter
the
and
ran
over
Johnston
took
Mitch
seven innings and Bill
Los Angeles 64 New York _Holmes, who split his trunks
Macliock homered to lead the Rafferty turned in a 2:58.6 for the three-quarters and Martyn
in the second round and
(
N
)2
San Francisco Giants over the Brewer anchored with a 4:06.1 mile.
changed into a nett --pair
Boston 12, Chicago(A)7
Jerry Odlin came up against some tough dempetition in the
Milwaukee Brewers 3-1. .
following the fourth, took'
Milwaukee
Francisco
7,
San
-The Los Angeles Dodgers 5,000 meters, which is the metric three-milek and finished an
control of the fight in the fifth.
won their fourth game in 2 impressive fourth in 14:17. The race was won in 14:10 by MarIn that round, Holmes, who
Oakland
Seattle
3
4,
row.,• pounding the Houston t},Liguorinullified Shavers' power with
Cleveland 3,San Diego 2
,
" A new school record was set in the invitational 1,500 meters
Astros 12-1.
foot -speed, a great jab and
Itimore
6.
Texas
4
-Ted Cox' three-run homer where Pat Chimes finished fourth in 3:45.5. That time is
Chicago N)11-realifornia 9- stick counterpunChing, hurt
in the eighth inning lifted the equal to-a 4:03.5 mile.
Shavers with two hard rights
Cincinnati
5, New York (A)
Stan Simmons failed to place in the shot put and in the high
Boston Red Sox over the
to the side of the head.
Chicago White • Sox • 4-3 and jump,Axel Leitmayr cleared only 6-8 and failed to place. . 4
Games
Sunday's
Racer coach Bill Cornell said the performance by his teeth
two-run blasts by Darrell
COLLEGE
Philadelphia 3, Pittsburgh 2
Porter and Clint Hurdle may have _been "the best trip I've ever had."
Toronto
Montreal
4
5,
ANGELES
Ann
The Racers will he in a tough triangular Saturday in Carhelped the Kansas City Royals
New York A) 9, New York Meyers capped her fourth
outlast the Baltimore Orioles bondale against Western Kentucky and Southern Illinois.
(Ni 6
year as a women's college
Kansas City 13-, Baltimm e-8 -basketball- -A-11-American,Minnesota 7, Atlanta 6, 11 leading UCLA to its first
Trying For Repeat
innings
AI AW women's college
Texas 3, Cincinnati 2
• basketball championship
KUALA
I.UMPUR.
Boston 4, Chicago( A)3
asthe
defeated
Bruins
-Malaysia AP I - Shoichi
Los Angeles 12,Houston 1
Nakajima of Japan, the first
Maryland 90-74.
berth in the Central Division.
man to swim across the shark- By The Associated Press
St. Louis 3, Detroit 2, 11
Guards Austin - Carr and
infested straits of Malacca, Philadelphia's triumph over Clarence Walk& each scored innings
- Was arrived to repeat his 1974 Portland could have proven 14 points for the winners.
San Francisco 3, Milwaukee
feat, along with a team of 10 that the 76ers were capable of
Lak4rs 110, Pacers 99
beating
the
National
Japanese swimmers.
Los"Angeles led from start Chicago(N)3,San Diego0
The team, comprised of Basketball Association titans, to finish as Kareem Abdul- Oakland 6,Seattle 4
eight youngsters and two the Trail Blazers.
California 6, Cleveland 5, 10
Jabbar S-COred 22 points and
women, will start from But it didn't - because the Charlie Scott 20, The Lakers innings
Tanjung
Medang
in Portland team that visited had • a 60-42 halftime adMonday's Games
Indonesian Sumatra early Philadelphia Sunday was a a vantage and led by as many as St. Louis vs. Detroit, at
Thursday- morning and ex- shadow of its championship 29 points in the final quarter Lakeland,Fla.
pects to reach Port Dickson self without its injured before the Pacers came on to
Houston vs. Minnesota, at
Shore; about 60 miles powerhouses, Bill Walton, trim the-final margin.
Orlando,Fla.
southeast of here, late the Bobby Gams, Lloyd Neal- and.. Nuggets 109. Jazz 100
Cincinnati vs. Chicago IA),
Larry Steele.
same day.
David Thomspon scored 42 at Sarasota-,Fla.
They were wearing PorNakajima will swim the
points in a game that see- Philadelphitk vs. Los
first 20 kilometers of the 50- tland uniforms, but that sawed midway into the third Angeles,at Vero Beach, Fla.
kilometer wide straits. The wasnA the Portland team," quarter. The lead changed Toronto vs. Boston, at
youngsters, aged 9 to 13, from said Philadelphia 'forward hands 11 times in the early Winter Haven,Fla.
the Unevalis Marathon George McGinnis, who had 26 stages and was tied 11 times Milwaukee vs. Oakland, at
Swimming Club in Tokyo,and points and 11 rebounds in the before Denver ran off 13 Mesa, Ariz.
the two women will swim 116-100 victory.
straight points to grab the lead San Francisco vs. Chicago
The loss, Portland's third
about3kilometers each.
( N,at Scottsdale, Ariz.
for good.
On _ his previous swim, straight, cut the Blazers' lead
San Diego vs. Seattle, at
BullitilER-Nets
118,
Nakajima said he used a over Philadelphia to 2k2 .Kevin Porter used 14 of his Tempe, Ariz.
horizontal pole with white games in the race for best 27 points to power a fourth- California vs. Cleveland, at
streamers tied to it to keep record in the NBA.
quarter rally as New Jersey Tucson, Ariz.
away sharks. The pole was Bucks 110, Pistons 109, OT • broke Washington's four- Texas vs. Baltimore, at
towed by a boat and the Milwaukee picked up a game ..winning streak. The Miami,Fla.
streamers floated under game on Midwest Division Nets were behind 59-49 late in Pittsburgh vs. New York
rival Detroit for the final
Nakajima"s body.
N ), at St. Petersburg,.Fla.
Western Confereoce playoff the second quarter but cut the.
Atlanta vs. New York ( Ai,
lead
Bullets'
to
61-57
by
ROWING
spot as Dave Meyers scored 25
at
Fort Lauderdale,Fla.
halftime.
LONDON - The Cambridge points, 4 in overtime. Junior
rowing eight floundered in the Bridgeman added 20.
rough water of the River Cavaliers 95, Bulls 78
Thames and Al Shealy Guard Terry Furlow dame
powered Oxford University to off the bench to hit 23 points in
victory in the annual Oxford- 24 minutes as Cleveland kept
Cambridge Boat Races.
alive-its- hopes for a playoff
PAUI.I.eBAR
He East Coach Frank
imowsunir
AP Sports Writer
McGuire4.7,,wanted me and
ST: LOUIS ( AP) - Butch Wayne Radford to have the
eR
HOUR ••"!
0
I,ee, after riding the bench for ball," Ike said. "We were the
DRY
nearly half a period, knew guards, and he wanted us to
_
hat to do when he returned.
have it as much as possible."
egg
entral Shopping
The irrepressible Marquette
#.
Proving an apt pup I, Lee
f‘pen7am togprr
whiz, college basketball's marked his return with a 20pays .A Week
player of the year, crammed Toot jumper a steal and a
• Phone 753-9084
18 points into the final 11 it layup, restoring the upper
GOOD TUES WED THUR
minutes and steered the East hand for his team. The West
to a 93-87 victory in Sunday's battled back, but Lee's
MARCH 28 29 30
16th Coaches All-Star game. .reverse layup with 4:49 left
"He's a lot more mature extinguished its last real
PLAIN
NOVI," said former Marquette threat.
coach Al McGuire after
Lee's 12-for-19 shooting
watching Lee demolish his belied his description of the
West squad with 29 points.
problems involved in an All"He has confidence," Star game and contrasted
McGuire said. "We made a with the West's 35 percent
run at them. Normally, in a marksmanship.
g,anie like_ this you have
In addition to lye's offense,
trouble taking the ball out of the East got 12 points from
hounds. But I
very, very South
Carolina's Golie
each surprised and was
pleased by the Augustus and rebounding
way these guys played."
dominance from St. John's
Ike, who scored 11 points George Johnson and Wake
before intermission, bided his Forest's Rod Griffin, who
ON HANGERS
time early in the second half combined to drag down 21
OR FOLDED
as the West, employing a full- missed shots.
court press, wiped out a 50-37
The East was hip guilty of
East lead.
27 turnovers, but the best
LAUNDERED AND
But then, after Rickey Lee firepower the West had to
-of Oregon- Stgte gave the West • offer came from Mike ftfitell
PRESSED TO
8000
68-65 edge, Lee returned and of Texas Tech, who had 151PERFECTION
AEL
took Matters into his own points. Roger Phegley of
WEEK
hands.
Bradt-4added 44.
•

Impressive Holmes Gets
Decision Over Shavers

Racer Tracksters Get
More Places In Florida

Exhibition Scores

76ers Beat Team Which
Wore Portland Uniforms

Lee Scores 29 As, East
Wins In All-Star Game

i
iOne
REP
cLeaneR5

2 PIECE

SUITS

1 PIECE
DRESSES

Shelby County Edges
Holmes For State Title
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Charles Hurt, -meet Vernon
Hatton and discover what it
means to be a legend in your
own time.
Twenty years ago, Hatton
was a guard for a University
of Kentucky basketball team
nicknamed "The Fiddly'
Five" because the squad
seemed to wait until the last
second to win its games. It
was on such an occasion that
Hatton earned his niche in the
state's basketball history. •
With Kentucky trailing
Temple by two points with one
second to play,Hatton lauched
a desperation 35-foot shot that
fell through the basket to force
an overtime. Kentucky
eventually won that game in
three overtimes and a few
months later won the NCAA
championship.
Charles Hurt is a fl.ft)ot.-6
junior Center for the Shelby
County Rockets, a muscular
--young - man- who -will- -undoubtedly have the college
scouts panting in his wake this
time next year.But Hurtcould
foresake the game in favor of,
say, basketweaving and still
be assured of everlasting
fame.
And that is because Hurt
made The Miracle Shot', that
allowed -Shelby County to
defeat Covington Holmes6846
for. the championship of the
61st Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament.
That shot came-was the final
second ticked off the clock last
4
Saturday, with Covington
Holmes enjoying a 6442 lead
after Ricky Bears jump with
two seconds to go.
After a timeout, Hurt
grabbed a Perfect court4ength
pass from teammate Mike
George,_spun in midair and
sent the ball toward the
basket.
The ball rolled around the
rim, negating any chance that
a rebound could save the day.
But a rebound wasn't
necessary. After a few trips
around the iron, the hall fell

such a play every day - just
in case a miracle might be
needed.
"We try it 15 tithes and it
usually works about seven,"said Hurt.
"It was a good pass from
Mike,", Hurt said. "We
-practice like that every day.
He's usually the one who takes
it out of bounds. I'm supposed
to tip it to one of the wings, but
if! can shoot, I do."
. Hurt's basket forced the
rewriting of a Hollywood-style
script featuring Covington
Holmes' 5-foot-9 guard, Ricky
Beal.
victimized
was
Beal
throughout the second half by
the taller George, who worked
inside to shoot over the
smaller defender. The tactic
worked to perfection. George
scored 17 of his 21 points in the
The Murray State women's second half as Shelby County
track team placed 10th out of overcame a Holmes lead and
15 teams this weekend at the took a 61-57 lead.
Memphis State Invitational.
Beal made a concerted run
Tennessee ran. away ,with for fame and retribution in the
the team title. .
final 1:37 of regulation, when
For Murray, the highest all seemed lost for Holmes.
finish was provided by Betty Beal barged down the lane for
Fox who finished fourth in the a layup and turned it into a
100-meter hurdles in 15.6.
three-point play when he was
Murray had two fifth places fouled by Shelby County's Don
as Brenda Geiger had 91-2 in Murphy.
the javelin and Glenda ti Eight seconds later, Beal
Calabro a new school mark of st,ole the
--Rocket's iohounds"
-18:43.11 for fifth- in the- WA— pass
- and fed teammate Mark
meters.
Moeves for the layup that put
, Two relay teams finished in Holmes on top 62-61.
sixth. The 440-relay team of
After Hurt tied the game
Margaret Kopatzi Cheryl with a free throw, Holmes
Glore, Betty Fox and Judy stalled the final 38 seconds in
Morton ran a 51.7 while the search of the last shot Beal
two-mile relay team of Becky took it from 15 feet, and
Beckman, Pattie Bittel, Mary _
Ann McConnell and Sharon
Instead, Beckley and Hurt
Macy was sixth in 10:20.8.
- who had 18 and 16 points,
The only other place in the respectively - were the stars
meet for Murray was a and Beal became a victim of a
seventh in the pentathalon by cruel'fate.
Karen Harding. She recorded
Also somewhat lost in the
2,858 points for -a new deb001- shuffle wiI --flohnes' Doug
mark.
Schloemer, who carried on a
The Racer women will one-man battleugainst Shelby
participate in.a quadrangular' County's front line when his
at Carbondale Saturday with teammates got into foul
MSU,SW,Southeast Missouri trouble. Schloemer scosed 25
and Northern Illinois being points and grabbed 13
entered.
rebounds,both game highs.
through the basket.
That tied matters at 64-all
and forced an overtime.
Norris Beckley settled the
outcome with a pair.of free
throws with 34 seconds left in
overtime.
"I was just hoping," said
Hurt of his shot that will live in
Kentucky prep history. "It
wasn't a luck shot.!take those
shots all the time. I just hoped
that it went in."
Hurt said that Shelby
County Coach Tom Creamer,
ever the stickler for detail,
had his team practice just

Racer Women
Take 10th In
Memphis Meet

Announcing

The Opening Of

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Tuesday, March 28th
9 until 9

Watch For Our
Full Color
Sports Spectacular
In

Tuesday's Murray Ledger & Times

SHIRTS

Store Hours
Will Be

9-6 Mon-Sat
1-6 Sun

fi

a
a

•
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Hall Says Only Way Wildcats Can Succeed
Is To Beat Duke For National Championship

By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sparta Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Kentucky, with its stoical seniors
and pressure-ridden coach,
squares off with young,
loosey-goosey Duke, paced by
teenagers Mike Grninski and
Gene Banks, tonight in the
NCAA Basketball Championship game at the
Checkerdome.
For Kentucky, victory is a
everyone
for
unfair
"It's
pet
his
of
one
underscored
The
—
(AP)
-LOUIS
ST.
must.
"The only way we can
concerned.
consolation prize in the NCAA peeves Sunday.
this year is to win the
succeed
"We've bypassed conSpeaking at a news conbasketball playoffs is no
NCAA Championship," said
the
in
games
solation
tonight's
to
prior
ference
consolation to Digger Phelps.
'Wildcats Coach Joe Hall.
"I hope in the future we can championship finals, Phelps regionals and it's fair to the
"This has been a season
this
in
I'm
involved.
teams
the
abolish
to
motion
the
made
figure a way of bypassing the
without celebration for us
consolaton game," says the virtually meaningless contest. situation, and I know it's fair
becuase so much was exteams
the
involved
to
here,
Eddie
Coach
Arkansas
And
an
"It's
Notre Dame coach.
too. Maybe now that we're pected of this team. It's
emotional letdown and unfair Sutton seconded the motion.
playing the All-Star game on strange in an academic
it,'
have
to
unfair
it's
feel
"I
involved."
to the kids
Sunday,
we could play it as a situation sto have this
Fighting
Phelps, part of a growing said Phelps, whose
to the cham- pressure."
preliminary
Razor.Sutton's
..
mat.
Irish
coaches
basketball
of
legion
But that's the way it is at
pionship
game.
Playing the
preliminary
who are making a stand backs in thi
particularly this
Kentucky,
against the third-place game contest prior to the title game East-West game then could
Neran ballclub
a
with
season
lot
really
a
add
of
and
Color
Duke.
an
Kentucky
at the NCAA championships, between
seniors Jack
that
,
'
includes
flavor to the players involved
Givens, Rick Robey, Mike
and the crowd."
Phelps' reference was to an Phillips and James Lee. This
All-Star game sponsored by quartet made it to the NCAA
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Duke's
KenST.--t0028 (AP)
the National Association of finals three years ago, won the
tucky's 1977-78 results, with 1977-78 results, with Duke's Basketball Coaches, played National Invitation Tourpoints listed first:
Kentucky's point total first:
Sunday at Kiel Auditorium. -- nament two years ago and got
Johns Hopkins 95-49
Asked what he'd rather do as far as the regional finals
110-86
Southern Methodist
Washington College 110-66
play the consolation last year. But none of that
than
Indiana 78-64
North Carolina 66-79
game, Phelps quipped: ''Let's matters in the eyes of the
Kansas 73-66
Wake Forest 97-84
to Busch Gardens ... I gave rabid Wildcat boosters.
go
South Carolina 84-65
Southern Methodist 91-67
up beer for Lent and I can
Kentucky heads into the title
Portland State 114-88
Southern Cal 81-87 OT I ,
start again."
game with a 29-2 record and a
St. John's 102-72
Chicago 99-61
Sutton, whose Arkansas 12-game winning streak. A
Iona 104-65
Dilquesne 74-65
team
lost to Kentucky after barometer of the Wildcats'
Notre Dame 73-68
St. Joseph's 74-61
Notre Dame was beaten by overall talent is that they have
Vanderbilt 72-59
Virginia Tech 86-79
Duke‘ Saturday at the not really put it all together
Maryland 88-78
Checkerdome, isn't exactly lately and have been able to
Florida 86-67
North Carolina St. 50-74
thrilled with the prospect of a win anyway. Sophomore
Auburn 101-77
Lehigh 105-63
consolation game,either.
guard Kyle Macy got them
Louisiana State 96-76
Clemson 107-85
"I said this yesterday through the regionals with his
Mississippi 76-56
North Carolina 92-84
(Saturday) and I agree with heady play, outside shooting
Mississippi State 75-65
Wake Forest 81-72
Digger that the consolation and clutch foul shots. Givens
Alabama 62-78
LaSalle 91-81'
game should be eliminated," and sixth man Lee took over
Georgia 90-73
Virginia 73-74
he said. "I told the (NCAA( Saturday in the 64-59 win over
Florida 88-61
East Carolina 105-82
this and hope they Arkansas. Givens hit 23 points
committee
Auburn 104-81
Wake Forest 60-79
would take a long look at doing and had 9 rebounds and Lee, a
Louisiana State 94-95(0T)
Virginia 100-75
away with it. Digger and I can fullback at heart who enjoys
Mississippi 64-52
Davidson 104-88
play 'Horse! or go one-on-one nothing_ _more __than PloWilig
Tennessee 90-77
76-64
St.
--N.'Carolina
-instead -of- having a-- con- through bodies toward the
Mississippi State 58-56
Maryland 81-70
solation game."
• hoop, collected 13 points and 8
Alabama 97-84
Clemson 78-62
Added Sutton: "On second rebounds.
North Carolina 83-87
Tennessee 68-57
thought, I'd have a better
To win tonight, Kentucky
Clemson 73-72
Georgia 78-67
chance against Digger if we will have to get more
Maryland 81-69
Nevada-Las Vegas 92-70
played Horse."'
production from their 6-foot-10
Wake Norest 85-77
Vanderbilt 78-68
The consolation game has goal posts, Robey and
Rhode Island 63-62
Florida State 85-76
long been a point of Phillips, whohad just 13 points
Pennsylvania 84-80
Miami,Ohio 91-69
controversy among the between
against
them
Villanova 90-72
''Michigan State 52-49
game's players and coaches. Arkansas. Kentucky also will
Notre Dame 90-86
Arkansas 64-59
One of the most notable have to shut down the Duke
W-27. L-6
W-29, 1,2
uprisings against it came in fast
break, either by
Greensboro, N.C., in 1974, controlling the boards or by
when UCLA players revolted beating the Blue Devils down
against participation until court.
Coach John Wooden forced
them to play.
Young — Duke will start two
freshmen, two sophomores
and a senior — and fearless,
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Would a Kentucky victory in tonight's
By The Associated Press
the Blue devils are having a
NCAA championship game be the last time the Wildcats take
ST.LOUIS (AP) — Notes ball.
the floor under Coach Joe B. Hall?
Hall himself hinted at the possibility Sunday after declar- from the NCAA basketball
Duke got here by surviving
tournament:
ing: ''This season was without celebration for us."
a couple of scares, fastThe
the
in
schools
involved
a
at
said
midHall
"So much has been expected of us,"
Villanova in-to
NCAA basketball playoffs breaking
morning news conference. "We've had only two losses this
oblivion in the East Regional
aren't
only
the
ones
making
real
been
It's
pressure.
much
so
been
has
there
still
year and
Dame
money here. The scalpers are, and holding off Notre
tough."
90-86 Saturday. Gminski, an
Hall's senior-laden team, ranked No. 1 practically the en- too. Black market ticket
18-year-old, 6-11 sophomore,
tire season, was rated a solid favorite over a young Duke dealers were reportedly
had 29 points against the Irish
squad in tonight's finals, and Hall was asked later if he might getting as much as MOO for the
and Banks added 22, including
of
block
for
two
tickets
the
retire with the championship.
a spectacular dunk off of a
"I wouldn't answer that right now," he said. "I just don't championship games.
long lead pass.
know."
"I would say the pass was
A record number of media
Later in the day, after his remarks appeared on the Associthrown and
excellently
ated Press wire, Hall denied that he would resign and, in a people are here for college
caught,"
said
excellently
informabasketball's biggest event,
terse statement issued through the Kentucky sports
refreshing 18-year
more than 500. And,according Banks, a
tion office, branded such conjecture "absolutely false."
old from Philadelphia who
"I will not resign, win or lose, tomorrow night," Hall's to NCAA publicist David
wants to be governor of
Cawood, there has been a
statement said.
Pennsylvania some day. "I'm
Hall, however, did not deny making the remarks that led to record number of turnaways
glad it went in for national
such conjecture. He told Lexington, Ky., writers that he did for credentialseekers, too.
television's sake."
"We've turned down from two
not remember exactly what he said.
Duke's hopes for victory
Since succeeding the late Adolph Rupp six years ago, Hall to three hundred media
rest with Gminski and Banks
has fashioned a sparkling 21.7 victory average and taken the people,- said Cawood.
controlling the Kentucky
Wildcats to the NCAA Tournament four times. But the ultiPerhaps Kentucky's present muscle under the boards and
inate trophy, the NCAA championship, has thus far eluded
can't match the getting enough rebounds for
team
fans.
Kentucky
insistent
.him and the
ear is to win the achievements of the school's Spanarkel and Co. to cash in
"The only way we can have a suc
have this much "Fabulous Five" which won with layups at the other end of
.NCAA," he said. "It's strange that you
consecutive NCAA cham- the court. Duke, 27-6, is riding
pressure in an academic setting."
sevengame winning streak.
A year ago, when Kentucky bowed to North Carolina in the pionships in 1'348 and 1949, but a
Whatever happens, the
imseniors
Wildcats'
four
his
of
the
rumors
endured
finals of the East Regional, Hall
world will know about it. NBC
pending resignation. This week in St. Louis, hundreds of Ken- might be termed the "Slightly
is on hand with a small army
tucky fans have been wearing "I'm a Joe B. Fan" buttons on Fabulous Four" based on
men and equipment to bring
of
what they've accomplished
,their lapels.
it all into the nation's living
"We won the Southeastern Conference championship and already.
The foursome of Rick rooms. A record number of
when we came back to Lexington we didn't even celebrate
broadcasters —
then," he said. "When we started practice this fall, people Robey, Mike Phillips, Jack writers and
— has been
strong
500
some
you're
have
know
Lee
and
'We
James
Givens
close to our program began the year saying,
town with,
going to win the NCAA.' Not,'We hope you win the NCAA,' played on teams that were prowling through
and
recorders
tape
notebooks,
won
NCAA."
1975,
in
the
runners-up
win
NCAA
to
going
you're
but,'We know
to
eager
ever
microphones,
the NIT championship in 1976,
were NCAA regional runners‘ analyze the "transition
up in 1977 and NCAA regional game," listen to Digger
Phelps talk about the "Human
champions in 1978. --- •
Condition" and store up
When you talk about win- Sidney Moncrief quotes.
The men from the media
ning tradition in college
basketball, you should start have been drinking the
with Kentucky. The Wildcats NCAA's booze, eating the
have gone 51 consecutive NCAA's food — cold cuts and
seasons without a losing team. potato salad for breakfast? -Their last loser was in 1927 — and interviewing everyone in
four years before Adolph sneakers who's got time to
RE LTON
..- ;$,,Or j, 4 .I
Rupp took over to become the chat. The NCAA has handed
winningest coach in college out identical blue vynal
briefcases, bearing a plug for
basketball history.
the Holiday Inn, to all writers,
----f
The Final four in St. Louis. the main result of which is
And Receive
a total of 108 victories that writers are constantly
had
Quick Prompt
..d
cotnipg into the championship wandering off with each
Courteous Service! 7
round. This is the second other's briefcases by mistake.
The tournament has lost
highest total in history to the
List Today 7534342
some color along the way to
Ill in 1976.

Sutton And Phelps Opposed
To Holding Consolation Game

UK-Puke Season Results
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Hall Hints At Retirement But
Later Says Such Rumors False

Tu „, , , . , , R
T

Tourney Notes

the finals — like green and
red, for example. The Notre
Dame band, which launched
into "the Victory March" at
the least provocation Saturday, has finally been stilled by
defeat. And the guys in the
funny green hats with the
shamrocks have retired,
muttering, to the far end of the

bar.
Arkansas boosters have also
been quieted, which means
that people running around in
red, plastic "hog helmets" are
now at a minimum and the
ear-shattering
cries
of
"S00000ey, Pig" no longer
split the evening quiet.
The big loss there, of

coursen is the Arkansas
cheerleaders, a stunning crew
that fully deserved an appearance in the finals, if not
two weeks at Caesar's Palace.
The championship game
will get underway at 8:15 local
tune and will be preceded by.
the consolation game between
Notre Dame and Arkansas, an

affair that is of absolutely no
consolation to anyone. Neither
team wants to play anti both
coaches have called for an end
to this traditional but tiresome
excercise. There is some
feeling that the cry against the
game this year is loud enough
so that it may be discontinued
next time around.

GREAT MARCH
ECONOMY DRIVE
SIZES:6.50-13,6.95-14,560-15

$18

RETREADS

E78-14 G78-15
F78-14 H78-15
G78-14 J78-15
H78-14 L78-15

A78-13 7.75-14
C78-14 8.25-14

Treads
Sound Casings

Rib Style

On

Blackwalls, plus 390 to 560 F.E.t. per tire, depending on size
No lrad6 needed. lAttifTEWALLS JUST $2.50 MORE PER TIRE.

Tempered Polyester Cord Body
Plus E.E.T.
and old tire
$203
$25.50
$30.00
$226
S242
$111, 50
$237
WII.00
$245
$32.50
$265
$35.00
ONLY
WH TEWALLS
63 00 MORE PER I RE

Blackwell
Size
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
F78-t5
G78-15
1478-15
578-13 Btackwall plus Si 72
F E T and old tit*

PRICE

Two Sturdy Fiberglass Belts
WHITEWALLS

- Whiblivraff
Size
E78-14
F78-14
078-14
H78-14
G78-15
F478-15
L78-15

"ewall plus $1 82 FE T
od tire

PRICE

Plus F.E.T.
and old Sr.

$33.00
$34 00
$36.00
$38.00
$37.00
$39.00
$42.00

$2 19
$2 34
$247
$2 70
$255
$277
$305

BELTED TIRES
Bet
'Cushion
POLYGLAS

W/It.tito

.1

Gas-Saving Radial Construction Plus F.E.T.
PRICE and
Fits
old bre
$2 35
ER78-14 :$54.$0
$256 4
1578-14 $58.50
$2.61
0578-14 $40.50
$2.67
HR78-14 $55.10
$2.68
1R78-15 $50.50
6578-15 $52.50' 52 74
$2 90
HR78-15 247.50
$300
1.878-15 $72.75

WHITEWALLS

WINtrwall
Metric Size
P195,75514
P205/75514
P215/75514
P225/75514
P205/75515
P215/75515
P225 75515
P235 75515
P185/751413 whitewall (fits BR78-13)
plus $1 93 F E T and old tire.

All-Terrain Tire
-:11"ohlk.%
43
,

Way To Go For
Great Savings,
4WD,Pickup, RV Or Van
Outline White
Letters

Blackwalls

10-15, Load Range B

10-15, Load Range B

Was s76.20...Now

Was 169.30...Now

$6425

$5845

11-15, Load Range B

11-15, Load Range B

Was'83.15...Now

Was 176.20...Now

$7010

$6425

Tracker AT
A great choice for the long
hard pull, on the highway or .
off. Rugged polyester cord
body is four ply—not just two
or three. Tough. long-wearing
tread with well-angled ribs is
built to deliver hard -pulling
trfiction. Save on your choice .
of outline white letter or
blackWall if you act before
Saturday night!
Sale Fads Saturday,So Act Sow! 6
RAIN CHECK If we sell out of
your size we will issue you a rain
check, assuring future delivery at
the advertised price

Plus $4.23 or $4.44 F.E.T. No trade needed

SEE US THIS WEEK FOR NO HASSLE SERVICE!
WBE & OIL CHANGE
HELPS PROTECT EXPENSIVE
MOTOR AND CHASSIS PARTS
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil
change • Ensures smooth, quiet performance and reduces the chances of,
wear • Includes light trucks • Please
phone for appointment

$588

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

—

U.S. makes — some foreign cars

Just Say'Charge It'
[WNW
Sit You,

Use ary or th,= se 7 other %VW, to buy Our Own Customer Credit
Pia,, • Master Ctlarv! • BantlAmericard • American Ewes%
Card • Carte Blanche • D.ners Club • Cash

:

lu

$30” $36” $4408
Includes parts and
labor $4 less for

Front-wheel
drive excluded
Parts extra if needed

Up to 5 quarts
major brand
10/30 grade oil

relagEle

SAVES GAS AND ENSURES
PEAK ENGINE PERFORMANCE
• Electronic- engine charging. and
starting system analysis • Install ne^
points, plugs. and Condenser • •Se'
engine timing and dwell • Adiust car
buretor for fuel economy • Include,.
Datsun. Toyota VW and [,-th1 tcucks

IMP OVES TIRE MILEAGE,
HANDLING, AND CONTROL
• AdluSt caster, camber and toe-in to
manufacturers specifications • Inspect steering linkage and suspension components • Road test • most

$1388 .1"

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
;

• ,r,(1 C,e1,/

Al GooO,es•

ENGINE TUNE-UP

elwctron,f, trIn f.nn

•••
••, vtil-?1

'-4,/ wank.

ri'EAR
GOOD•
,PS rft
90

So,rel B•

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Mr.IL 54w/wield
721 S. 12th St.
Milf-flay, Ky.
753-0595

Store Nowt: 7:30 A.M. WI 6:00 P.M. Deli • OM* FridAY 611711 COO P.m •
Mr. 1.G. Gemmel
lAy. I. Witte
Mgr. T. Tolositio
Stateline
100S.
Jefferson
600
315W. Broadway
Fulton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
472-1000
442-5464
247-3711
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Slaughter Swine
Must Be Identified
ATLANTA, Ga. - Starting
March 23, all sows and boars
over six months of age shipped
across state lines for
slaughter must be identified
by tattoos or approved tags, a
U. S. Department. of
Agriculture
(USDA)
veterinarian announced.
Dr. F. J. Mulhern,
Administrator for USDA's
Animal and ,Plant Health
Inspection Service (APHIS),
reminded producers and
market operators that _ the
success (ir- the swine
brucellosis . eradication
program hinges on the
identification of sows and
boars tested for brucellosis
through the Market Swine
Testing ( MST)program.
Under the MST program,

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM—Murray State- University students Toby Keatt,s11.
to
country
native
their
about
program
second from left, and Florita Boston presented a
Calloway County High School on
the morning Agriculture and Horticulture classes at
Indies, and agriculture
March 23. Mr. Kentish and Miss Boston are from Antigua, West
practices of the
agricultural
and
culture
history,
majors at MSU. They spoke about the
Florita Boston
Kentish,
Toby
Cook,
Brad
are
`right,
Island of Antigua. Pictured, left to
IV class.
Agriculture
the
of
Paschall are members
and Kenneth Paschall. Cook and

0.4 per cent of the swine tested
for brucellosis in 1977 were
found to be infected.
r Swine transported across
state lines for breeding purposes must be tested and
are
boars
tested
at
sows and
slaughter. When a reactor 4
found, the identified animal is
traced to the farm of origin.
,••••••-•.,
The herd owner is then advised of his problem and
arrangements are made to
test the herd- without charge
- and free it of brucellosis.
If infected animals are
found in the herd of origin, the
owner can be paid indemnity
on those animals in addition to
their market value. The rate is
$25 per head for registered
animals and $10 per head for
grade breeding animals.
•'The swine brucelloss,MST
pinpoints the
program
problem herds for testing, and
eliminates the costly and time
consuming work for testing all
herds," Mulhern added. Only
U-JOINTS
U-Joints? We're specialists. We can help you
with any U-Joint needed
for-your-11110r

-.campus.

years of
After two
operation, it is expected to
become a chartered chapter of
Alpha Zeta fraternity,--a
national, agriculturallyrelated orgatlization and one
of the oldest of its kind in the
nation.
Stan Colley, a junior from
Farmington, has been named
the first president. Serving
with him will be:
Randy Poppel, Brownfield,
Ill., senior, vice-president;
Mark Williams, Golconda, Ill.,
senior, secretary; Heather
Wickliffe,
Pittman,
sophomore, Treasurer; and

left to
SPRING MUST be here. Horticulture students at Calloway County High School,
transplanting
pictured
are
Johnson,
Heidi
and
right, Tim Anderson, Carol Watkins,
Horticulture classes
tomatoes and peppers from germination flats into cell-yaks. The
peat pots.
and
cell-paks
in
started
have approximately 5000 tomato transplants

Plant

PX 76
s 'Ile great
,z-css that combines
big yiE:ids with excellent
stalk strength and very good
chsease resistance PX 76
is an easy first choice for any
grower who has been haying
problems with leaf blights.
stalk rot or root rot Its bred
:o fight these problems and
still come through with big
yields
Plant PX 76 on your best
acres. Get yours now
supplies are

available

Carraway Farms
753-5522
Farm Profit Bulletin 037c:

Increase yields by
reducing compaction.,
,s ot.—a-t- The National Tillage Machinery Laboratory
.1 xi bushel soy beans' The SP(rpt no machinery traffic
• •,s .stems They grew to a depth of over six

FFA MEMBER OF THE MONTH—David Watson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Watson of Murray Route Two, has
been selected as FFA Member of the Month for March by
the Calloway County Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America. He was selected as a result of winning the youth
light weight division of the Purchase Region FFA Barrow
Show, placing first in the Purchase Region Swine
Producation Proficiencey contest, winning the first place
in the Junior Class record book contest, and being elected as chapter reporter for the 1978-79 school year. David
is a junior at Calloway County High School

Heavy Duty Truck Parts
For Most Makes And Models

FARMERS!
ForUpToThe Minute

t prort,ise you 21Xi bushel soybeans
'snow you II get-better yields when vou reduce corn-1b tufo wav is with a Lelv-Roterra • s Lely-STIP
h 411,,vo. vou to spray till incorporate and plant
••-•i., ••q, With top
trigs and int reased N Ields you'll
s.• .r .n,t.al InvPstirnent
,

Grain Prices
Call....
Hutson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County

>
MOGI IOTCH ,

Local
Fannon

•

474-2295

Ky.
Farmers
"ii .1 demonstration of the Eels Roterraa and the
System
'Mai, Date. Tense I mation'
II learn to NANO trips and hank on the results

au

1-800-592-5409

Hours:6 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Except Nolidays

t
eh, STIP

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Worrovt, Murray, 753-3062

Gary Hannoig, Evansville,
Ind., junior, reporter. All are
agriculture majors.
Advisors are Dr. Durwood
Beatty, br. William Payne
Scott,
and
all
Arlie
agricultural faculty members
at Murray State.
. Founded at Ohio State
University in 1897, Alpha Zeta
is a fraternity of men and
women whose educational
objectives or careers fall
within the broadly defined
area of agriculture. Its 60
active chapters are scattered
throughout the United States
and Puerto Rico, and its 60,000
members located around the
world.
honorary
As
an
organization, its members'are
selected on the basis of
scholarship, potential
leadership and character on
their campuses. It is considered one of the few
organizations attempting to
bring people together and
promote understanding within
a growing number of diverse
disciplines in agriculture.

BRAKE LININGS
Heavy Duty Brake Linings.-. . For Safe Sure
Stops! For All Makes—
All Models!

FILTERS
Guaranteed to protect
your engine! Filters for
all trucks .. . oil, air, fuel,
water. We've Got 'Em
All!

A
SAFETY LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

EXHAUST CLAMPS
Exhaust Leaks. . . ExcesFleetrite
sive Noise .
exhaust clamps can help
you get a quieter ride—
at a competitive price._

BELTS & HOSES
Replace worn hoses!
Protect your investment
in anti-freeze and Keep
Rolling . . Don't let a
broken belt, keep you
down! •

If We Don't Have the Part
You Need, We Can Got
It In A Few Days

Taylor Motors Inc.
753-1372

So. 4th St.

Ring
Around
Corn

Dependable,high yielding Hybrid Corn for your local area.

ho•

,
rjr

Colorado,
brucellosis-free:
Iowa, Maine, Minnesota,
Montanna, Nevada, New
Hampshire, Oregon, South
Dakota, Utah, Washington,
Wisconsin and Wyoming.

SAVE!SAVE!

Honorary Ag Club
Established At MSU

A new honorary agricultural
club has been organized on the
-Murray State lluiversity

found free of brucellosis
within 30 days prior to shipment, or come from a
validated brucellosis-free
herd or area. The following
states are validated swine

Good news travels
fast. That's why so many
growers in your area are
now planting Ring
Around hybrid corn.
They've heard that Ring
Around hybrids are dependable and consistently produce big yields.
Fact is, Ring Around
varieties are developed
for your local area to
meet your particular
needs and growing
conditions.
Ring Around research
began a step ahead with
its new hybrids,the
result of the very latest
corn technology. RA
1501 and RA 1502 are
becoming especially well
known. These hybrids

15

An important new hybrid, RA 1501 yields
best at high populations and high fertility
levels It has upright leaves, a strong, tall
stalk, medium ear placement and fast dry
down

RA 1502
Equally as exciting as RA
1501, this premium single
cross hybrid also yields best
at high plant populations and
fertility levels It has upright
leaves, strong stalk and fast
dry down. It is medium tall
• With medium ear placement

Hutson Grain
Terminal

Ellis Popcorn, Co.

Hardin
Grain Elevator

Larry Moth - Mgrs. - Charles Sadler

Murray,Ky. 753-5451

Hardin,Ky. 437-4102

Contact...

4.

••••••A'
W. 4.

41.4.4.46.116.• A 4)0

La:

eING AROUND I

are the result of intensive
testing and research.
With high yield ability
bred in, they develop
strong stalks and excellent ears even at the
highest plant populations. All our hybrids
have to measure up to
Ring Around's tough
standards before they are
put on the market.
You can depend on
what you hear about
Ring Around. We stand
behind every bag of seed
we sell.

10Ring Around
The full thee mod company
with tie yowls.repertatIon.
P 0 Bo. MN

HYBRID
SECO CORSI

the IsnNIfotloo of rottenly end re,,,edy 011otOOd to Hoes bog ot VON, ArnorA bre•wl errel I. pen of OM Nem% *Ad reo,1416.” 0111.0

"it'4.40
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PCA Officers And Directors
Have Convention At Gatlinburg
More than 4-75 officers,
directors and their wives from
Credit
Production
Associations (PCAs) in Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio and
Tennessee convened March 810 at the Sheraton 'Hotel,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee,for the
1978 FICB-PCA Presidents
and Directors Conference.
According to Cloys A. Hobbs,
president of the Jackson
.Purchase Production Credit
Association, those attending
the conference from this area
were Arthur Hambrick:
Chairman, Mr. and Mrs.
James Wilson, Vice Chairman, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Wilferd, Mrs. and Mrs. L. A.
'Schwartz, Mr. and Mrs.
AT CONVENTION—Calloway County Young Farmers who attended the state conCharles Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
vention in Louisville were, left to right, Danny and Judy Cunningham, Johnnie and
Will Ed Hendon, Cloys A.
Cathy Stockdale, Mark and Laura Paschall, Richard and Becky Jo Jones, Dale and Janice
Hobbs,' President and Mrs.
Outland,and Jamie and Jane Potts.
Hobbs and Mr.' and Mrs.
Charles Magness, Executive
Vice President. Hosted by the
Federal Intermediate Credit
Bank of Louisville (FICB), the
conference included reports
by bank officers regarding
operations of Fourth District
Production
Credit
AssrociationS and the Federal
'The Kentucky Farmer The winning yeild in soybeans work contest with a hand sewn Intermediate Credit Bank of
Association held its annual was 57. Hughes' entry was guilt; Laura Paschall; first in Louisville.
state convention in Louisville third with a yeild of 49. the sewing division with a
cal March 17 and 18. Twelvd Awards and prize money was dress she constructed. The
members of the Calloway sponsored by Dekalb Ag Calloway -County ladies
County Young Farmers at- Research and Ring_ Around chapter is _still in_ its first year.
but this shows that within a
tended the meeting which was Seed of Kentucky.
Handicraft contest for the short time, they" will have one
held in the Galt House.
Max Hughes, Calloway women who are members of of the best programs in the
County, represented the the YFAettes chapter were state, a spokesman said.
Wayne Hartigan, president
held. Calloway chapter
Purchase Region in the -corn
members got three first place of Kentucky YFA, presided at
and -soybean production
contest after winning the awards—Judy Cunningham the business meeting Saturwoodworking contest with day afternoon. Several items
Regional contest. Hughes won
ATLANTA,Ga. —Secretary
Janice of business were acted upon
purse;
wooden_
second place in the corn
Outland, iirst in the needle with two of particular im- of Agriculture Bob Bergland
contest with a 162 bushel yeild.
portance to the Calloway has approved almost a million
*I' S Prciterted Variety
dollars in grants to 10 states
Chapter.
Calloway County delegates and Puerto Rico to encourage
to this meeting were Dale farmer-to consumer direct
Outland and Mark Paschall. marketing.
Payments were made unPaschall introduced a dark
fired tobacco production der the Farmer-to-Consumer
contest to be added to the list Direct Marketing Act in 1976.
of state contests. After These grants of $943,531
disciasiom, it was passed and represent the first to be made
county members will be able from this year's appropriation
to participate in this contest of $1.5 million. •
The U. S. Department of
this year. The United States
reviewed
Tobacco Company will be the Agriculture USDA)(
.projects proposed jointly by
sponsor for this contest.
A Calloway County mem- state cooperative extension
ber, Danny Cunningham, was service and state departments
elected to serve on the of agriculture and funded
executive committee to proposals that will enhance,
This year. make a definite move to higher yields
represent the Purchase improve enlarge or encourage
with Mitchell soybeans. The bean that consistently
Region. This committee direct marketing.
outyields all others in Ionial state tests.
Kentucky will establish a
provides
the leadership for
Around
•
that
Ring
variety
Mitchell is a Group ,1
beef
marketing computer
state
activities
for
the
uphelped develop. And when you buy a bag of Mitchell
program for consumers and
coming
year.
seed
get
dealer,
you
Around
Ring
your
beans from
The next young farmer producers. It will also
that have met the strictest quality standards in the
activity will be the Summer establish a clearing house and
seed industry, as well as top yield potential.
Farm Tour which will be held directory to facilitate direct
Also. too ok foot- Ring Around's other champions
in Warren County.Jerry sales. A second project will
in sorghums, corn, forages and cotton seeds at yow
he fruit and
Clower, country humorist, will evaluate
local dealer:
demand and
vegetable
rtkrket
be the guest speaker for the
potential sites for these
event.'
The
Young
Farmer markets. I $161,377
Program in Calloway County,
which is a part of the Adult
At Hardin Grain
Farmer Program, is conHardin
ducted at the Murray
Vocational Center. This
program offers educational,
-as well as recreational activities to area farmers. One
of the most prestigious awards
for a young farmer is the YFA
Rural Leadership Award
which is annually sponsored
by the Farm Bureau Insurance Company. This year
Donald Brame of Christian
County won the award.
Those attending the State
Convention from Calloway
ON APRIL 3RD 1978
County were: Danny and Judy
Cunningham, Dale and Janice
Outland, Richard and Becky
BELCHER OIL CO.
Jones, Mark and Laura
Paschall, Jamie and Jane
BULK PUNT
Potts, and Johnnie and Cathy
Stockdale.

Kentucky Farmer Association
Has Convention In Louisville

I.
a

•

Grants
To States
Approved

Mitchell
Soybeans.
Another
Ring Around
Champion.

Hardin Grain,
Elevator

Speakers during the convention included Sheldon
Stahl, Deputy Governor,
Finance and Research, Farm
Credit
Administration,
Washington, D. C. Stajl's
remarks concerned
operations of the nationwide
Farm Credit System and
agricultural lending
challenges being faced by
PCAs and the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks.
Louis Strong, President,
Kentucky Association of
Electric
Cooperatives,
presented an energy update
and outlook for the future; and
George Steele, a director of
the 'Farm •Credit - Banks of
.Springfield and chairman of
the board of directors for
Agway, spoke about the
responsibilities of a director.
Feltner,
Richatd•
L.

Homeowners
Shield for you to
o
•• *

Ronnie Ross

president of the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank of
Louisville, presented information regarding PCAFICB objectives and plans for
the future.
The Jackson Purchase PCA
inmakes
short-and
termediate-term loans to
farmers in the Eight Purchase
Counties, and presently has
$73,086,486.96 in loans outstanding to.3.200 farmers. The
Louisville FICB procures loan
funds for use by Production
Credit Associations in the four
states which comprise the
Fourth District. Altogether,
the n PCAs which serve full
and part-time farmers and
rural residents in the Fourth
District currently have more
than $2.5 billion outstanding in
loans to nearly 100,000
member-borrowers.

Arbor Day To Be
Observed April 7
Arbor Day in- Kentucky-this year will be Friday, April 7.
Arbor Day dates back over
100 'years. The first official
Arbor Day was observed m
1872 in Nebraska when the
state legislature and the
governor of the state supported the observance.
Since then many other
states established Arbor Day
observances -- and an effort
was launched in the mid I900's
to develop a National Arbor
Day. In .1970___and .1972 there
was Congressional legislation
setting aside Arbor Day observances, but nothing permanent has been developed.
"Horticultorists have long
recognized the need to protect
our trees as one of our most
important natural resources,"
says Mary Hotze. Extension
horticulturist
with
the
Department of Horticulture
and Landscape Design of UK's
College of Agriculture.
She
said
arborists
organizations, garden clubs,
nursery
and
forestry
associations have continued to
promote annual Arbor Day
tree plantings and ,educational
programs, but that the observance is still conducted on
sate levels.
Kentucky's Gov. Julian
Cdrroll has proclaimed Arbor
Day in Kentucky as April 7
this year and despite weather
conditions many schools and
organizations have made
plans for the observance.
"Arbor Day is a day to draw
attention to the need for the
replacing of trees and the
conservation and protection of
our existing trees," Hotze

NEW
AMOCO OIL
MAN
FOR THIS AREA

said. "Most people,. when
thinking about the value of
trees, readily associate them
with home building, furniture,
fencing and even rall-rdad ties..
However, our forest .products
stretch far behoncl
obvious items. Actually there
are thousands of items made
from wood that contribute • to
our standard of living.
"Many of these items are
made of paper, of which we
use a tremendous amount —
approximately 500 pounds per
person annually," the Extension horticulturist pointed
out. "Of even greater importance to our physical and
mental well being is the
contribution made by -trees
toward neutrtlizing the atmospheric pollution caused by
man."
Hotze noted about 78 trees
are needed to absorb the
carbondiOxide and produce
the oxygen needed to
maintain the balance in the
atmosphere for every person
in the United States. Twenty
trees are required to offset the
effect of a car driven 60 miles
in one day. More than 100,000
trees are needed to cancel the
atmospheric...pollution of just
one commerciatlet•traveling
each day round trip between
New York and Los Angeles
New York City, which should have 78 trees for each
person, has '4 tree per person," Hotze said. "Israel,
aware of the growing menace,
has planted 100 million trees to
reforest mountains which
have been barren for 2.000
years.
-The preservation of trees
and plants may be literally a
matter of survival." she
emphasized.
Adult Americans most often
consider A bor 1)ay as an
activity of elementary school
children, the horticulturist
observed While that is important as an educational
experience, she said, more
and more adults recognize the
vital necessity to get involved
in the preservation and
pro ec um -of our trees---- in
urban areas as well as in our
open lands and forests.
-This Arbor Day, let's all
'get with it' and plant a tree,"
she concluded
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SHOAT-40 MCM
PERFORMANCE
plus
single
ONE
BASE
concentrate CONCENTRATE
FOR ALL
SWINE
convenience
• Purchase, handle and store lust one base
concentrate for all swine.
• Use your grain for sows, baby bigs, growing
and finishing hogs.
• Medication flexibility. You can add medication to fit needs.
0- Performance packg from Nutrena add special
nutrition to the mix of grain and Shoat-40 MCM,
for pre-starter, sow, and Top Hog rations ttop
gains, conversion).

ARMINGTON FEED

F FIRM SUPPLY,INC.
FARMINGTON, KY.

9,NutrenaFeeds

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER

Home
is no place for
your valuables...
It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are'? Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important papers, Jewelry and other irreplacables ... why chance it'? By keeping
your valuables in a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security of
knowing they're prbtected from theft, misplacement or damage ...
for just pennies a day!

Bank of Murray
FDIC

GET
FORD ACQUAINTED

WILL OPEN AT
524 SOUTH SECOND
MURRAY, KY.

WITH

MURRAY FORD TRACTOR s

We will provide friendly service to year
farm and place of business, as well as
prompt and dependable delivery, real sem
You'll like our helpful friendly service and
the products we sell.

Cary Brandon and Frank Hurt
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture

Jobber
AMOCO'
1111111V
Products

There's a

BELCHER OIL CO.
Murray, Ky.
•

Ham that absorbs water in processing must read "water
added," according to food
specialists with the UK
College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension
Service. Federal regulations
say. hams must weigh the
Same'dithrtreurthy -as before.
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"PLANT A TREE ON
Kentucky is April 7, when all Kentuckians are urged to
plant a tree. For landscaping, UK horticulturists suggest
planting such trees as a flowering crabapple, like the
one pictured. The local county Extension agent can
make other suggestions as to varieties that do'well in
Kentucky. However, whatever tree is planted, the advice
is.to plant a disease resistant tree.

AND SAVE
Murray Ford Tractor Will Sell
You A New Ford Tractor for
$100,00 over cost now
through midnight March 31st.
Sales Does Not Include Preparation or Iklivery

Salesmen
See Carr Brandon or frank Myr.
Salei 7194891 Nowt 7 8 / Sar
Service 751 k82•Hoari 8 5 '1.0o
(Open late it
Appointment)
•
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1. Legal Notice
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1 Legal Notice

BIBLE FA
o
Legal Notice
Notice To Creditors
believe in God.
you
say
A periodic settlement of
• The following estate
Then get drunk, rob, lie,
'accounts has been filed
fiduciary- appointments
cheat, hate, commit
have been made in the , in the Calloway District
adultery
and - forCourt by Robert B.
Calloway District Court.
nication. You are serMiller, committee for R.
All claims against these
ving the devil! IA
Manliff Miller, inestates should be filed
believer in Satan.)
competent. Exceptions
with the fiduciary within
Revelations 18:1-24.
to this settlement, must
six ,,,months of date of
False profits, those who
be filed in the Calloway
qualification.
they believe- in
say,
District Court on or
, Chriit, but their deeds
before
April 3, 1978, the
Euel Atkins, DeC2d, 1701
h&c's.
prove
them
date of hearing.
Mueray,
Melrose.
Revelations 2:2, 6 and
Frances
W.
AtkinS,
Shea, Clerk
Ky., 'Richard
26. For Bible answers
By Leah Workman DC
236; N. Oak Park,
call 753-0984.
Executor.
Chicago, Ill.,
A

Erhe White, Dec'd, Route
Legal Notice
2, Hazel, Ky., Ovie
A final settlement of
White, Hazel, Ky., _ accounts has been filed
Executrix..
-in the Calloway District
Court by Donald G.
Edgar. .-Overbey-,Deed,adRd., ministrator, of the
Farm
Poor
Murray, Ky., Carl
estate of Gleneth E.
Randolph Keeler,-2109 S.
Wisehart, deceased.
Ridge, East Ashtabula, Exceptions to this
Ohio 44004, Executor. settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Vernie A. Williams, Court in or before April
Dec'd, Route 6, Box 13, 3, 1978, the date of
Murray, Ky., Donald hearing.
Wayne Adams, Route 1,
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
AdDexter, Ky.,
By Leah Workman DC
ministrator
Frances W.Shea,Clerk
By Leah Workman DC
'
Legal Notice
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed
in
the Calloway District
- Legal Nqtice
Alfred
by
A final settlement of Court
guardian
of
Eldridge,
filed
been
has
accounts
in the Calloway District Lee Eldridge, Shelia
Court by Lavonda Fay -1"Tdge;. and
Williams,
Ad- Gregory Eldillidge,
ministratrix, of the dependant children of
estate of Jerry'!). King, Clifton Eldridge,
.deceased. Exceptions-fo deceased.EAceytioututhis_settlement must be this settlement must be
• filed in the Calloway filed in the Calloway
District Court on or District Court on . or
before April 3, 1978, the before April 3, 1978, the
date of the hearing.
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
Leah Workman DC
By
Workman
DC
Leah
By

ATTENTION
Office Suite for rent or lease. 'See
Carlos Black Jr. or call

753-0839-753-5287

NEW HOURS

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
430-5353
6:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Effective
Immediately.

If You
Need Them:
Fire ..
. 753-1411
Police. 753-1621
Rzcue
. 753-6952
Ambulance
. 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency
753-5131
*one
Sorietr
753-3535
Comprehensive
Care
. . 753-6622
Poison Control . . 753-1583
Senior Citizens . , 153-0929
Reedline
753-NEED
lean To Reed. . 153-2188

ociol Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft,118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

POOL MANAGER

NOTICE

Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
will be accepting applications for Pool Manager.
Deadline is March 28. Applications may be obtained at Park's office, 10th and Payne Sts., 7537640.

The Round House
Riverdale
Resort,
Paris Landing. Will be
open for business April
1,1978.

putiu11
•-1/4

•

ec

60Itse TO CALL THE RC_

WOODSTOCK!
CONRAD!
OLIVIER!

RILL!

X
Reduce safe 1. fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap
"water pills" Holland
Drug, 109 S. 4th.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising - ;7334-444:
Classified Display,
Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office may
be reashed on 7531 9 16 and 753-1917.

INCdME
TAX
PREPARED Jerry
Burkeen Bookkeeping
and
Tax
Service.
Railroad Ave. Murray.
Call 753-4638-0r after 5p.
rn.-Call 7534396.- WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE. 7536333.
FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones,217 South
'13th., phone 753-3128.
5 Lost And Found
1.9ST IN Coldwater a
female blonde Cocker
Spaniel. Call 489-2566.
LOST SPARE tire and
wheel between Murray
Masonic Lodge Building
and Murray on Thursday night. Reward. Ba
E. Douglass, phone 7531853.
LOST BULL CALF red
with white face. Weight
around 250 lbs. Vicinity
641 South near Green
Plains Rd. Call 492-8452.
6. Help Wanted
SECRETARY TO do
bookkeeping. Should be
accurate in business
letters, personable, etc.
Apply in person only to
Vernon's from noon till 9
p. m.

representative in West
Ky. area with leading
feed company. College
degree preferred but not
required. Send resume
to Box 1921, Henderson,
Ky. 42420.
SECRETARY FOR
LARGE corporation
' with division operated
locally. Benefits include
insurance, life, dental
and health. Stock saving
weeks
plan. . Two_
vacation. Send resume
to P. 0. Box 32 F.
110MEWOFtKERS-$500
CASH IN ADVANCE
FOR MAILING .1000
circulars. Information:

--soli-addressed-stamped$2.
and
envelope
FREEDOM 1239, Box
20451-F, Columbus Oh
43220.
OPPORTUNITY! $100.00
weekly possible addressing, mailing circulars for mail order
firms. Send 'selfaddressed, stamped
envelope to.:-..../MIKS
ENTERPRISES P. 0.
Box 69, Murray, Ky.
42071.
'
THE CITY OF Murray
Sanitation Department
accepting
apis
plications to fill one 11
vacancy within the
department.
Applications may be
obtained,, at the City
Clerk's office, City Hall
y,
Building, until ue
March 28, 1978. The City
of Murray is an equal.
Opportunity Employer
operating under an
Affirmative Action
Plan.
LAND SURVEYOR.
Local engineering has
*immediate opening for
Rodman-Chainmari to
work with field survey
party,__Apply in person
or contact Jean at Ted
F. Billington Consulting
Engineers.;33-8050.

HELP
WANTED
FULL TIME PREP
LADY
approximately
40-45
hours a week. No
phone calls. Apply in
person. Do not apply
from 11-2 or 5-8.

TT,E REMINDER

liimEN I CALL THE ROLL
THE CORRECT ANSWER
15 "HERE!'

JP411):

EXSOMEONE
PERIENCED in shoe
repair or leathercraft or
someone interested in
learning. Apply in
person to Vernon's from
noon until 9 p. m.

211
r
e

< 27

NANCY
MISTER-YOUR
HE
HORSE JUST LOST
A HUBCAP

"m'irv

C ten

BUM BAILEY
DID YOU FIX
TN/5 LIGHT
SWITCH,
BEETLE?

DON'T
YOU TRY IT
AND SEE?

OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
- people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370.
l'sf-AN FOR
MIXER
operator - day shift.
Apply in person, Ky.
--Candy Co., Almo.

Feature Seethes. Ire

I WAS AFRAIDTHAT M16HT
HAPPEN

WHY

PART TIME take inventory in local stores.
ear necessary. ,.Write
plione number, experience to ICC, 189 Box
304, Paramus, NJ 07652.

!SO
:nurtg
SLONDIE
wOW!MV

HOW 'WONDERFLIL.

THERE'S A 81.-i

- OUT TO GREET

RE X>vd&I

srizEE'r DA,/

-

KITCHENHELP wanted
day and night shift. For
more information call
901-247-9902.
9. Situations Wanted
WANTED: yards to mow.
Call 489-2471

-A•er
ts

"^E

10 Business Opportunity
BUILDING FOR lease.
Nice 1600 sq. ft. building
on court' square. Very
reasonable lease. Call
753-3939.
12 Insurance
THE PHANTOM

11
. I
-

WE HAVE
ONE
MEt?M
HEi75H
E'
T.-iE 'OTHER TWO
E',CAPE D /ES
THANK YOU
J.

GOT THE [MIA IL5 FfilOM
055EWAN . THE THREE
KILLEI2 A GUARD
FOR HIS RIFLE.

)THEN 9407 T WO 'lItIROS
N THE HACK
TO GET
R,Ft
.

THE/

/1)1

Ie

16 Home Furnishings

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

Oftwowee

FARMERS ARE Saving
Money' Many area
farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
hospital insurance
through Bennett and
Associates are saving up
to $150.00 per year. Get
the Facts before the
farming season Aids.
Call
and
Bennett
Associated, 203 South
---5th. Murray, 753-7273 wr
759-148fi.
.

24 Miscellaneous
heat and air. Nice
garage. Lot -with well.
Close to-lake. $7000. Call
436-2733.
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED M0BILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WANTED WHITE oak
and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or standing,
small or large track Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-5271630.

refrigerator freezer
combination. Cop.
pertone. $125.00. Call
489-2727.
WASHER, dryer and
dishwasher. Call 4928640 after 5 p. m.
FOR SALE BUNK bed
ith mattress. $95. Call
1.

LAWN MOWERS 3'12 h.p
22" cut. B and S engine.
$88.88. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris.
26 TV Radio
ZENITH COLOIt TV
Console. Like new. Call
753-5933.
PHASE LINEAR, 400
stereo amplifier. Floral
sofa. Call 753-0492.

39 Poultry

Supplies

24 HENS and 2 roosters
Phone 436-5899.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE Saturday,
March 25. 10 a. m. at
Hazel, Ky. At Joe
Dobbins home. Lot of
antique dishes and whatnots, some furniture.

YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday 9 a..m. - 6
SED SINGER Sewing
REPOSSESSED 25"
p. m. 8 track stereo,
machine,zig zag and all
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
Magnavox color T.V.
vacuum cleaner, cookregular
attachments.
truck. Call 753-7975.
Need
someone
to
ware, miscellaneous
guaranteed.
Fully
assume small monthly
household
items.
Sewes perfects. Full
FEATHER BEDS- new
Collectables and odds
Cash price, $39.50 - payment. Call 753:7575.
higher prices for feather
and ends. Fox Meadows
Payments .may be
21. Mobile Home Sales
beds. Write Box 72,
Trailer Park, E4.
arranged. call 'Martha
TWO .BEDROOM he=
sak-aon.
trailer on three acres of
name, phone number
HALF PRICE rummage
and address.' Exact 19 Farm Equpmpnt
land. Furnished,$13,500.
sale on all clothing,
Call 1-354-8772.
directions and number
shoes, purses. etc.
WEST
KY.
GRAIN
of beds. Will pickup.
Saturday Bargain Barn,
HANDLING
Equip24 X 54 MOBILE home.
13th and Main,9 a. m.- 3
ment-hi
lls,.
.
buckets,
Furnished.
Call
753-6660
WHITE OAK standing
elevators,
farm
fan.
between 8 and 5 p. m.
timber.
$600
for
dryers. call 1-345-2437 or
- ask for Gary,_
thousand feet. Call 901THREE PARTY YARD
1-2474558.
642-9379.
Sale. March 27, 28 and
1974 BAYWOOD 12 X a-2
SIX ROW sprayer, 2 row
'29. 17RiNdera Cts.
bedroom,2 baths, partly
15. Articles For Sale
Ford planter, spreader,
furnished, underpinned.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
SMOKE DETECTORS,
three 12" plows, two row
Explyklent
conditions.
March 25 plot held if
nationally
advertised
cultivator, -disc 7', two
$5800:
Call ,353rifins)1E110 - 7. Mahaft
brand, Battery operated
row rotq hoe. Call 7533280.
and included. Rowland' 7244 after 6:30._
Apartments Ape'19 (by
29 Mobile Home Rentals
Sonic). -Furniture;
Reirigeration, 110 South
12th.
clothes, jewelry, toys,
IF IN NEED OF new or TWO BEDROOM trailer,
12 X 50. Shady Oaks
baby clothes, albums,
used farm equipment.
WE BUY AND SELL used
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.
make-up.
Murray Ford Tractor
air conditioners. Dill-has it. Call 753-9482 or
MOBILE HOMES and 1=111111
Electric, 753-9104 or 753753-1495.
• Mobile home spaces for DON't DISMAY IF YOU
1551.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
ARE LOW ON CASHMF Disc, good conLARGE RECORD and
Call 753-3280..
we'll arrange the terms
dition.
Call 753-2482,
tape display racks. See
on this well maintained
after 5 p.m.
at J and _B Music, 753MOBILE HOME spaces
two bedroom brick with
7575.
en oca
on o WI
_SUPER C TRACTOR
Fox
Estates
and
garden
area-just
4
FRIGIDAIRE washer
with all equipment. 18
.s, South 16th
eatw
7M53_38
minutes from' city
h.p. Johnson motor. Call
and dryer. Remington
limits. Loretta Jobs
615-827-2458.
typewriter. Call 75330 Business Rentals
Realtors, 753-1492.
5599.
20 Sports Equipment
BUILDING for rent on
1976 CRESTLINER
AMERICAN
EARLY
North 641 Highway for.
Crusader II. 25' cruiser.
hide-a-bed couch, one
garage or body shop.
Fully equipped. Less
d 1 cocktail.table.
e
Call 753-5618.
than 50 hours. Like new
Tviolaops,four braided
31 Want To Rent
inside and out. Calkin's
size rugs, snar
roo
WANT TO RENT-3or 4
tanden-Ctrailer. $13,995.
with stand and
d
BOYD-MAJORS
bedroom house. Prefer
No sales tax. Call 1-815case. Boys bowling
to be in or near town.
REAL ESTATE
397:3927, Jim Nelson,
balland bag, women
753-8080
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690.
Rockford, Ill.
clothes,sizes Jr. 6,7 and
8. Call after 6 p. m.
Pr ,1
es
With The Friendly Touch
BASS BOAT 1976 Hydro
4 bedrooms by April
weekdays 753-2765.
Sport. 1976 Mercury 175
10th. Call 753-3509 after 3' Fisherman's
black max. trailer,
p.m.
Hideaway - Cypress
WEED EATERS, model
locator, graph recorder,
Spring. 2 bedroom,
507. $43.99. Roto shear
WANT TO RENT house in
fully equipped. $5000.
cottage, electric heat,
model 2201, $36.50.
Kirksey, Stella or Lynn
Call 753-0053 or 753,7154.
carpeted,
range,
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
Grove community. Call
refrigerator, air con-753-0457.
ditioner, all furniture
TILLERS chain drive, 5 16 FT. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 27 ft. mast with ONE BEDROOM unincluded. All this on
h.p. B and S engine.
main and jib sail. Call
$199.95. Wallin Hardnice wooded lot for
furnished
apartment.
753-1362, 753-3125 or 753only $5,000. Boydware, Paris.
Call 753-2307.
4029.
Majors Real Estate,
CRAFTSMAN 10" radial
105 N.12th.
arm saw. V ry good FOR SALE'
Ensign
condiaet
all 753WANTED TO CENT row crop
bass.boat. Trailer, 40 h.
PROUDLY we rave about
'crow wed tobacco boss.
(1609 *RV
p. Johnson motor. All
Soul nospoitsos to Cu 32 U.
this 3 bedroom brick
accessories. Call 436RICOH 35 mm automatic
with sunken living room,
2369.
camera. $175 or best _
formal dining area,
offer. Approximately 10 1976
custom built kitchen
CRESTLINER
32 Apartments For Rent
years old. Bought new in
with appliances inCrusader II. 25' cruiser.
FOR RENT-unfurnished
1969. Call 753-2543 ask
,.eluding refrigeratqrFully equipped. Less
2 bedroom apartment.
for Kenneth.
freezer, two full baths,
than 50 hours. Like new
Near downtown Murray.
restful patio area with
inside and out. Callcin's
Call 753-4109.
LUMBER,cherry maple, . tandem trailer. $1395.
private brick wall.
oak, poplar, etc. Air
Statel bricked columns
No sales tax. Call 1-815- TWO
BEDROOM
dried long period of
bring you into the drive
397-3927, Jim Nelson,
apartment, South 11th
time, selection of planks
to a double garage with
Rockford, Ill.
Street. $150. Call 753allowed. Call 492-8702.
automatic openers...
4453.
14' CHEROKEE brat,
Just listed. .Call Now.
FOUR LARGE plate
Paris Line trailer, 20 h. TWO BEDROOM unLoretta Jobs Realtors,
glass picture windows in
p. Johnson. Call 759-1891
furnished
apartment.
753-1492.
aluminum frames with
after 4 p. m.
Carpet, drapes, stove,
screens. Three 9'6"
NEED 'PROPERTY
air conditioner. Couple
wide, 5'4" high, one 8'6"
BEST FISHING rig you'll
ZONED. R-4 or B-2?
only. Call 753-7457.
'wide, 5'4" high. In good
Need a lot 6or ppitiple
find!
14' tri-hull,
condition. Ideal for
housing? Need prdperty
pedestal seats. Car- FURNISHED, one or 2
bedroom, married
green house or sun
for offices, restaurant,.
peted, trolling motor. 20
couples and singles only.
porch, etc. Call 753-5195.
drug store, retail sales,
h. p. Mercury, trailer.
Zimmerman
ApartIr consumer services?
Excellent condition. Call
ments, South 16th, 753ORDER YOUR next
We have listed properly
753-8277 after 5:30 p. m.
winters firewood now.
zoned properities
112.50 a rick. Call 437located north, south,
CAR
NEER
4731.
east for these permitted
SHARE HOUSE in town.
STEREO, SUPERuses. Call us today
Call 753-8761
TUNERS,and speakers.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Loretta Jobs Relators,
36. For Rent Or Lease
Thornton- Tile and
Installation available.
753-1492.
Marble, South 9th. Call
Your
stereo
car
753-5719.
specialists. Sunset
Mini
Boulevard
Musics
Warehouse
16 Home Furnishings
Dixieland Center, 753Storage Space
0113.
FIVE PIECE chrome
For Rent
dinette set. Brown and
753-4758
green,$50. Call 753-0198.
_B_1:1:5D3-7
:
8 810
OR
37 livestock Supplies
REAL
ESTATE
DOUBLE srzE BRASS t%SiliP
tie FREE 1
THREE YEAR OLD 5
bed. Antique. Call 753-'
Termite
gated saddle bred mare.
5532.
Professional Sem
Inspection
15 hands tall, sorrow
dh The Friendly Tou,
with
white
Certified
De
EPA
star.
SIDE
With
G.E. SIDE BY
We have that MiniAvow, Costly Nemo 141110
english saddle and
refrigerator-freezer.
farm you've been
bridle. $500. Call 759-1234
With antomatic ice
waiting for on Hwy.
Security Federal or
Kelly's Termite
malier. Only 2 years old.
1828: Perimeter fenafter6 p. m.753-7947.
Top condition. $350 or
ced. 3 bedroom, 2
& Pest Control
bath B.V., central
best offer'Call 759-4089
Pets
38.
Supplies
•••••
ireennere
IS
Net. •ersere sod
heat and air, entry
after 5 p.m.
see. 0. Far or mar eetere•er
PART BEAGLE,3 month
hall, large kitchen,
ire Noshed
old puppy. Call 753-1206
100 South 13th St
dining area,den with
GOLD COUCH AND
Phone 753-3914
during day, 759-1020
fireplace
and
chair, good condition.
after 6 p.m.
beamed
ceiling.
Roaches.Sliver Fist.
$30. Call 753-7682.
Patio, carport, outand Shrubs
ARC BLACK miniature
side storage bldg.
ONE _BEDROOM suite
Schnauzer pups. Ready
Plus stock barn.
and recliner, 3 den
Priced right. Boydto leave April 7th. Now
chairs._ Call after 6, 753Majors Real Estate,
:taking deposits $754100
105 N. 12th.
1905.
Call
435-4481.
••
p

a

g

HoTialtflifITIMPro-r

.04 OA

V,SlonalServu

-
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Real

MIMS

Estate
ALTURS

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1E151

112 ACRES with approximately one-third
mile blacktop highway
frontage fo&sale. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222.

L 1fl

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
or
private
residence possibilities
with this frame home
located only 2 blocks
from court square.
Property is zoned B3
and could easi4 be
converted to offices or
continue to be used as
private
residence.
Convenient location,
immediately
occupancy,
very
reasonable price. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for more information.
% Poplar-Senior

BOYDMAJORS
-RENT ESTATE
753-8080

QUALITY
REA

WAtil'Fh.

I. 'Aerial

753-9625

527-1468

60 'acres -, more or
less - South of
Murray just off #121
(0119) in Tenn. 4
miles this side of
Paris Landing. Land
Can be tended or
pastured - on black
top
road. Only
$33,000. Call for all
details! Boyd-Majors
- Real Estate, 405 N.
12th.
DUE TO SALES THIS
YEAR. The Nelson
Shroat
Co.
Needs
listings for the buyers
we have waiting. If you
want to sell your
property, list with the
Net.on Shroat Co
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping ,Center. 7591707.

GOOD TWO BEDROOM
frame home. Large lot
with nice garden.Plenty
of shade. Near church
'And grocer*. Possession
in 10 days. $12,500.
Galloway Realty, 505
Main,753-5842.

BOYD-MAJORS
- REAL ESTATE
753-8080
l'rofessione I Ser,,,
ith The rten..11,,I out.

WOODED BUILDING
SITE ... 4 of the prettiest acres you'll ever
see. Heavily wooded
with big timber, 600'
on Hwy. No. 1828 Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate West of Midway just
miles
from
'4.8
southoci. Court Squore
' Murray. Only $11,100.
*Murray, Kentucky
ACT
BETTER
753-4451
QUICKLY. Boyd-Majors Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist SAY HELLO TO A GOOD
you in Real Estate
BUY! Three bedroom
matters. If you have a
brick rancher near the
question regarding any
university. Lots of living
phase of real estate
area in this fine home
activity, give us a call at
with central air, large
753-1222, or stop by our
den and convenient floor
conveniently, located
plan. Phone us right
office at 711 Main. We at
away for more inKopperud Realty want,
formation. Priced in low
to be YOUR Real Estate
30's. Kopperud Realty,
People.
753-1222.

Waldrop Realty

Guy Spann Realty

-In Business
Since 1956"
753-5646

"Tow Rey People
In Reel Estate753-7724
901 Sycamore
Marry!, Ky

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.
Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
*House
Calls

DPER WEEKDAYS
Mea.-Wed. 8-1
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Fri. & Sat 8-2:30

•&j

'4

Calls

209 Walnut Street;

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

COUNTRY HOME
Large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on one acre lot.
Trees & privacy only 4 miles West of Murray
City Limits. Central heat and air, big closets,
basement, 2 car garage and priced at only
$40,000.

KOPPERUD
.®
REALTYM

Ph. 753-1222

711

Main

George Gollogher 753.129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 4924302 Kill Kopperud 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 759-4900

Used

Cars & Trucks

.jt LAILAst LtiAttLaElt
Special Edition, cruise,
tilt, AM-FM, 8 track.
Take over payments.
Call 753-6847.

LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely
Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot tocated--,
at 1514 OxfiSia Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
further
office
for
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

50. Campers
COACHMAN
1969
camper, 18 ft. $1800. Call
753-6805.
51 ServiLes Offered
WILL DO babysitting m
my home. References
available. Call 759-1039.

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing.' 10 yeia experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

WILSON

0 At* .

THE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
Uncle Joffs Shopping Caster

45. Farms For Sale
FARM 83 ACRES. One
mile North of 121 on
Graves and Calloway
County
line.
1961
International 2 ton grain
truck.
SMALL FARM, large
new brick home, new tin
tobacco barn, bottomland. 15 minutes
from Murray West.
• Blacktop. Call 492-8790.
BY OWNER-75 acre
farm, 7 room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. ,Two stock
barns, milk barn, smoke
house, chicken house.
All
under
fence.
$100,000. Call 7534618
between 2:30 p.m. - 10
porn.

For Sale

COUNTY ESTATE City
conveniences 2 n.iles
from city limits 3.3
privacy.
acres
of
Private lake. Beautiful
wooded park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom house,
fully carpeted lots of
closets and cabinets.
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to your
specifications--with
commitment. Priced in
,low 40's. Call 753-9850.
BY OWNER. Price adjusted for quick sale.
Two bedroom, vinyl
siding and vinyl trim.
No Painting. Central
gas heat and air. Fully
carpeted, custom
drapes and rods. Fenced
backyard. Kitchen has
new built-in dishwasher,
hood,
and
stove,
refrigerator. Single car
to
Close
garage.
hospital, churches, and
downtown. Mid 20s. By
appointment. Call 7530788.

line of hme-up perts,=
ts, engine parts, chains &
sprockets, cables, tires & battenet, chrome and more. Lots
other parts and accessories
on the way. Also coming
-mon...our new Motorcycle
Service Center!!
Motorcycle Ports
se884
Service Coster
387 N.416 St.
Call 739-1919

48. Automofive S'',1qte
FOR SALE four used
tires, Gillette Mesa
rider, L60-15, raised
white letters. $15.00
each. Also jeep draw bar
with two inch ball hitch
and mounting kit. $30.00.
Phone 753-5516.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 FORD
250. Long
power and
sharp. Call

1975 FOUR WHEEL drive
pickup, $2495. Call 7539482 or 753-1495.
1965 RED AND WHITE
Mustang. Excellent
condition. 1965 Gleener
combine. Call 753-5852.
1973

RED

PINTO

Automatic,
Runabout
clean, good mechanical
condition. $1195, 1803
College Farm Rd.

NICE 1970 MONTE
CARLO. May be seen at

1966 PONTIAC Le Mans.
Call after 5 p. m. 7539956.

1955 CHEVROLET. 1969
Camaro for sale or
trade, sharp. 1957
rfievrolet, 2 abor pl
Allis Chalmer tractor
plow,
with
disc,
cultivator. Call 474-2392
after 6.

1977 CADILLAC Sedan De
vine. oilt owner local
car. 5,180e actual miles.
Trii-TEd-m

1975 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive. Red and
white, 4 speed, lock in
hubs, 400 motor, Scottsdale cab, AM-FM,
white spoke wheels, 1200
tires. Call 474-2384.
CHEVROLET
1974
pickup, 4 wheel drive,
50,000. Short wheel base,
wheels and white letter
tires. $3000. Can be seen
at 214 Irvan.
1967 VWsSquarebac* air
conditioned. New „lire&
• Call 753-1311.
1976
SAI,E:
FOR
Chevrolet' 4 wheel driv€
pickpup. All power and
air. Call 489i7,11.
1975 VEGA Hatchback.
Four speed. Call 7591694

-

1974

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.
ELECTRIC
WIRING,
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic.tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
BREAKING GARDENS
and leveling yards. Call
753-8527.
BYARS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-3.54-8951
or 1-3624895.

PROFESSIONAL
cleaning.
chimney
FENCE SALES at Sears
Prevent a chimney fire
-- now. Call Sears 753-2310
in your home. Call 759for free estimates for
4878.
.your-neocts,
INCOME TAX SERGuttering by Sears. Sears
VICE: "We search for
continuous gutters in-.. _
'every legal deduction
stalled
per
your
and credit due you."
specifications.
Call --John Pasco, 753-5791,
Sears 753-2310 for free
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
estimates.
Also available for
special appointments.
INSULATION
BLOWN'
IN by Sears save on
WET BASEMENT? We
these tiigh heat and
make wet basements
cooling bills. Call Sears
dry, work completely
753-2310
for
free
guaranteed. Call or
estimates.
write Morgan •Construction Co Route 2
WILL MAKE CUSTOM
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
made drapes. Call 75342001. Phone day or
6648.
•
night 442-7026.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

Carrier

Fins YOUR Septic tank
and backhoe work heeds.
Also
septic
tank
cleaning. Call John Lane.
Phone 753-8669 or 4365348.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN_ prompt efficient service. No job too
small. Call Earnest
White, 753-0605.
111AND1
HYDRAULICS
Ihstadhilas hydraulic milder', lacks, and preps. NIP
masers hose wed* while yew
wait. Call 434-271*.

54. Free Column
FREE - Beautiful
golden female part
,
labrador retriever,
Young
adult.
Housebroken. Very
gentle and loving with
children but is an ideal
,.,--watchdog. She will
make a perfect family
pet. Call 436-2591.

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury arch)
Phone 753-0839 or 753-5287
Murray, Kentucky
Residential-Commercial
Interior-Exterior
Spray -Brush-Roll
In Skop, Spraying of Yard Furnifwe-Skotlers

SEE THE
PROFESSIONALS

DONALD R.

TU

CKER
REALTOR

Parking Lot Striping

No Job Too Large or Too Small
We Are Fully Insured

AND SEE NOW-MANY MORE DOLLARS
YOUR REAL ESTATE CAN BRING! ms
753-4342

GLIDDEN PAINT

Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run Weekly - clip it from
the paper end save for handy reference)

Radio Cab Company

Motors 7i-5315.

1977 CHEV V Scottsdale, 4
wheel drive pickup
truck. ()ix owner, Ky.
Truck. 12,000 actual
miles. Put-don) Motors,
753-5315.

List Your
Home Today

Why Wait?

1308 Poplar or phone
after 5.30 053-6781.

RANGER
whell base,
air. Black,
753-7791.

CHEVROLET
1974
pickup. LWB, 66,200
miles. Power steering,
power brakes and air.
Call collect after 6:00,
901-247-5327.

Look
Ahead

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

1977 CUTLASS Salon,
good condition. Loaded. NEED
TREES
or
Call Joe 759-4990.
shrubbery
cut
or
trimmed? Call George
1976 THUNDERBIRD, Landoll, 753-4707.
27,000 miles. Loaded.
Call 753-7413.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
1975
awnings, carports and
CHEVROLET
roofs sealed. Call Jack
CORVETTE. 35,000
miles, metallic blue,
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
AM-FM,
m. or weekend.
tilt
and
telescopic
steering,
power windows, leather
DRIVEWAYS
and
27 - 1978 Liriled Feature Syndicate Inc
interior. One owner.
parking areas white
Excellent condition. Call
rocked and iraded. Free
4444-46AR-,--NEffiLESS TO - 744
, 4,- Af3keit 4'35-441)7.
eltirnates. Also have
9117NIT GET AN INCOME TAX REDA-M."
decorative rock and rip,
46. Homes For Sale
Call
Clifford
1968 FORD GALA3CIE,' rap.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
Only 4 miles out IL off 121 S.
Garrison, 753-6429 after
THREE
BEDROOM
autematic', power
This lovely 3 BR 1V7 bath is
4 p.m.
1967 VOLVO 122. Good
BRICK home with
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
ideal for out who wants •
condition. New tires.
2
baths.
garage.
14
Good
gas
mileage.
lerg• lot. Howe has hap
LICENSED ELECCall 753-9371.
Located in Westwood
Ashley wood stove
family row' and large kitTRICAN and gas inchen. Master 1118 is 11'7
Subdivision'. Call 753without jacket. Call 436Luxux
stallation
CENTURY
will • do
15'4.
Price reduced to
1974
2204.
5685 after 3:30 p.m.
$.17,300. Cell navy. Owner
plumbing, heating and
Buick. Silver mist blue.
wants to rebuild.
sewer cleaning. Call 753With white vinyl top, 50. Campers
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
7203.
AM-FM stereo tape, all WESTERN KY. Travel
2 bedroom home on
42 acres with Isere mice 3
white
buckets,
Lake.
Big
power,
Kentucky
bedrooms brick New wit
Trailer Sales and SerWILly„, HAUL driveway
living room and kitchen
, interior, wheels, low
beck from highway located
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
white rock, lime, sand,
we West Stets Lies Rd. This
mileage. Call 753-3146
with built-ins, carport,
Cadiz, Ky. _Call 502-522decorative, ruck,..._49.1,so
howe hes Wry siat-ie kitafter 4.
with-et-dryer. Also, -this
free estimates on
chile, deo, welttewell carproperty has its own
parking lot or driveway.
pets, fell besowest, central
boat slip. Day or night.
1976 FOUR WHEEL 1972 CHAMPION motor
pa heat. 30 twistable acres.
Call Roger Hudson, 753759-1130.
drive. Call
(901) 642-7221 or (901)
home. 25,000 miles.
dark %bocce hose, born,
4545 or 753-6763.
642-2633. Priced $29,000.
at
Sleeps six. Call after 5 p.
beilihmgs. Sim this op
1970 AMC HORNET, 4
m.759-1192.
47. Motorcycles
WILL DO BABYSITTING
door standard tran753-3263 Anytime
in my home. Call 753economical
smission,
bike.
1974 250 HONDA dirt
STARCRAFT camper
0684.
dependable.
$600.
and
trailer, 1976 Starmaster
Good shape. Call 753BIG HOME HOME Call 753-4917.
8, like new. $1800. Call
4304 or 753-4718, ask for
MITCHELL
BIGGER BUY - Large 4
753-7853.
Mike.
RI
bPdroorn, 3 bath horno
1945 CONTINENTAL 4
sealing, patching
on private one acre
door. 1968 Buick Electra
1974 750 HONDA Windstripping. For free
tract, 4"2 miles from
1972
door,
225,'
4
- jammer Fairing. Four
estimates call 753-1537.
Murray. Almost 3000
Plymouth station
into 1 exhaust. New tire.
square feet of living
wagon. All have air, and
Low mileage. Call 753a f• u.
cAsim
area in this home which
power. All new tires. tOGNP".
FEVER,
6445.
0
.14
has extra large rooms
SAL!
Excellent condition. Call
and large 2 car garage.
Lawn I
436-2427._
1974 HONDA CB 750K-4
1974 Travel
Built-in kitchen-with all
Gordon
Confer
Trailers
'130"
Off
complete with fairing
1967 EXTRA LARGE
appliances including
Agri-Products
and windshield. Crash
off
!SEr°
197$ Pop.Ups
school bus. Will make
refrigerator, range,
they. 121 North
bar. Luggage rack, sissy
Al *sod Casopors $50
"off
excellent camper. Four
dishwasher, disposal
Wormy, Ky.
bar with bag. Extra
This
applies
to
all
Campers
new tires. New exhaust
and trash compactor
753-3000
purchased before 4-1-78.
nice. Call 489-2317.
Landscape Dos*
system. Will trade for
staying with sale of
The only cure for Cabin Fever
••••• leadwape Plants
1969 pickup truck in
home. Priced well below
1973 HONDA 750 K-3,
is the outdoors and the best
Wass Plaits
will
or
condition
good
way
to
en)oy
the
outdoors
is
replacement cost - only
dressed. Extra gas tank
Gordon had
with
n
Starcraft
Camper
our
sell. Call 436-2216 or 753-$45,000. Phone us today
covers.
Laws Spraying
side
and
special 'prices make this
6644 after 4 p. m.
remedy easy to take.
for more information.
(Fertilizer I, Herbicides)
Excellent condition. Call
available.
financing
Bank
Leant lossevietioe & Seeding
Kopperud Realty 753753-73;.. after 4 p. m.
Lowe &Marion
1960 MERCEDES BENZ.
White's Camper Solos'
1222.
,
.. Hydro-Muichisig
Four door. Six cylinder.
Isom vi we • 4 mks hes army,
Have your motorcycle ready
O.7044•S
Gas. Four speed. Best
for Spring, with our new parts
and accessories!!
I WATCH US GROW
offer. Call 759-4198.

46. Homes

*Hair Cuts *Shaves

49.

43 Real Estate

Taxi Cab Service
Fire
753-1441

24 Hour Service
7 Days a Week

Police
753-1621

Phone 753-5351

GoI 1) DUSTER

automat], power. Air.
Slant six: 47;000 miles.

Call 7-51-T(891or-753-9l 14.
1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME, triple
white, el.,rything but
cruise corr rot. Call after
5,354-8777
1976 FORD ONE ton with
Omaha .ibs.d, newly
painted and overhauled.
AM-FM radio, $1495.
Call 753-9482 or 753-1495.
1974 FORD ONE ton
truck, V-8. 4 speed,
power steering and
brakes, has cattle racks.
Cali 753-6448 days. after
6:00489-257.
,
1971
Frit'R DOOR
Chevrolet ( aprice. All
power. Air conditioning.
Good condition. Call 7531262

Taber's
Body Shop
24 Hour Wrecker
Service

753-3134
753-6177

Free
Termite Inspection
WInch•st•r SiorvIc•s

753-5397
102 North 4th Street

1301 Chestnut-Murray

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

OERRY's

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

lic'ailihing
Custom Built Furniture

502-492-8837
Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
di Operator
/1111111111MMIIMIMIM

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Flies, Roaches;-Silver Fish & Shrubs

Quality Service

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control
..1.00.,S._13th St.
Murray. Ky.

Company

Modern Sheet Metal
Service Departments.

753-3914
Poison
Control
Center

753-7588

753-9290

Hinman's
Rentals
Howse
pow.,

pordegt

end

wt.

ter et

concrste tools and

etc

753-5703
802 N 18th Strret
Murray.
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Walter Huddleston
Announces Candidacy
or nd Senateerm-----

Deaths and Funerals
Aubrey P. Farris,
Retired Gfocefy
Operator, Dies

Mrs. Koertner Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Held This Morning

Mrs. Albert C t Margaret)
Aubrey P. Farris Murray Koertner of.1631 College Fami
Route Five died gunday at Road, Murray, died Saturday
10:30 a.m. at his home. He was at eleven a. in. at the Murray66 years of age and retired in CallowalY 'County Hospital.
1973 after operating the A. P. She was 66 years of age.
Farris Grocery at Cherry
The Murray woman was a
Corner for forty-fouk.„,lears. member of St. Leo's Catholic
in Church_ Born March 26. L9.11.
Mr. Farris was pre
death by his wiè Mrs. Fay at - Louisville, she was the
Blalock Farris, on Dec. 16, daughter of the late Eugene
1970. Born Jan. 16. 1912, in Greenwell
Annie
and
Calloway County, he was the McAuliffe Greenwell.
son of the late Homer Farris
Mrs. Koertner IS- survived
and 'Addle Wilkerson Farris. by her husband, Albert C.
Survivors include two Koertner, 1631 College Farm
daughters, Mrs. Bene Judy
Road, Murray; one daughter,
Brumley. Fox Meadows Mrs. Joe (Anne) Mikez,
Trailer Court, Murray, and Mayfield: one soh, --John
Mrs. Michael 0 Paulette ) Koertner, Leavenworth,
Miller. Almo Route One; one Kansas; one sister, Mrs. Gene
son. James Ed Farris, Buttermann,
Louisville;
Noblesville, Ind.; two sisters-• seven grandchildren.
inAaw-, -Mrs. -Eva +arris,
The funeral was held today
Murray. and. Mrs. Paynt at eleven a. in. at the-St. Leo's
Farris. Pleasant Ridge, Catholic Church with the Rev.
Mich.: five grandchildren, Martin Mattingly officiating.
Ben Brumley IV, Scotty Prayers were said at the J. a.
Farris, Bobby Farri, Tony Churchill Funeral Home on
Miller. and Stephanie Fay Sunday at 8:30 p. m.
Miller.
•
Serving as pallbearers were
Funeral _services will ..he_ --Robert- -Rowan,. Paul Lynn,
held Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. at John Resig,'Ed Fenton, Rete
the chapel of the Blalock- -Panzera. and Joe Gertzen.
Coleman Funeral Home with Interment was in the Murray
Bro. Henry Hargis officiating. City Cemetery.
Burial will follow in the Hicks
The family requested that
Cemetery.
expressions of sympathy take
Friends may call at the the form of contributions to
funeral home after five p.m. the J. U. Kevil Center, Special
today Monday )
Olympics Fund, Mayfield.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Inviting the public to inspect
his record, Sen. Walter Dee
Huddleston, D-Ky., formally
announced his candidacy
'today for a second term.
"If you find that record
deserving of support, I ask for
your vote and-your assistance
re-election
during
my
campaign," Huddleston told a
news conference at a downtown motel.

attacks from anti-tobacco
forces."
He said that President
Carter "gave me his personal
assurance that his administration would not support any effort to harm the
tobacco program."
Huddleston said he went to
Washington believing that an
elected official should keep in
touch with the people he
represents.
"I have returned to the state
an average Of once a week and
I have made more than 300
public • appearances si ce
assuming office," he 'continued. "I-have held public
meetings throughout the
state; my office has mainconstant
tained
communication with local
officials; and I have been open
and accessible to the press
and the public at large."
Huddleston, whose home i's
at Elizabethtown, said he
would run a campaign "based
on my record of performance
and what my experience will,
enable me to do for Kentucky
in the future."
The deadline for filing in the
Democratic and Republican
primary races is Wednesday.
The election will be held May
23.

Huddleston said his papers
would be filed later in the day
at Frankfort.
Calling attention to the
various committees on which
he serves, Huddleston said his
membership
on
the
Agriculture Committee,-has
HOMEMAKERS DONATION — Dexter Homemakers Club recently donated $200 to the day care class of Murraygiven him an opportunity to
Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center. Two homemaker representatives recently attended a class ses$ion
help his home state.
and are pictured above with the class and instructors. Pictured (from left) are: Joey McButney, 4rs. Rondal Collie,
"I have participated in the
club member, Bobby Cline, jayson Mahan, Susan -Posey, Peggy Williams, day care instructor, Larry Tharp, Debbie
writing of„.two major farm
Garland, a teacher's aide, George Cassity, Sylvester Milliken, Mrs. James Mitchuson, vice president of the
bills, and the emergency
homemakers club,Shannon Eldridge,and Charity McFarland.
legislation recently enacted
by the Senate to help allevjAte
the financial crisis 'facing So
manyfarmers," he deClared.
Huddleston said that..,as
resume,
he
said,
but
"in
another
day
or
in
that
district had been shut down.
By The Associated Press
chairman
of • the subGaston said pickets appeared at the
All bot a few, hundred of Kentucky's two everything should be back in procommittee handling the
duction;'
Sinclair
and
Perfect
Circle strip mines
more than 20,000 United Mine Workers
support
price
Trout said Di-strict 30 has about 600
and the ProvidefiCreN?i. 1 deep mine and __tobacco
were reported back on the job today.
program,"I have been deeply
union contstruction workers, "but no
miners went home rather than cross the
involved in defending this
Picketing by union construction
picketing we know of. Our represenlines.
program
against numerous
workers, who still seek a contract, shut
tative that works with the construction
He said the three mines employ about
men
most
of
the
650 of the more than 10,000 union miners
people has met with
down three Mines in the state's western
in the district. •
and asked them to lay off and give them
coalfield.
two or three days to settle this thing.Also idle in District_ 23 were the
In eastern Kentucky, miners in UMW
Districts 30 and 19 were back on the job
Negotiations for a contract for the
Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining Co.,
construction workers were continuing
which has four mines employing about
and J.B. Trout, UMW executive board
600 workers, and Ziegler Coal Co.,
in- Washington.
member in District 30,.said, "Heck, I
Since the late 1800's, people counseling and research, a
which has one mine employing about
No_picketing was reported in District
__Ziess some of them-will be puttiN coal
250.
in several areas of the wend spokesman said.
The funeral for Levi in the cars today."
19 in southeastern Kentucky, but
Williams of Warren, Mich., is
Tommy Gaston, president of District 23
P&M and Ziegler negotiate separate have been diagnosed as
Several members of the
A few smaller mines still must be
Coy Lamb died suddenly being held today at three p.m.
production
Can
before
inspected
in
western
Kentucky,
contracts
said
three
mines
with the UMW and those having some form of Murray community are afSaturday at 4:15 p. m. at his at the chapel of the 'Blalocknegotiations are continuing, Gaston hereditary ataxia (H.A.). This fected with some form of H. A.
home in Hazel. He wat 80 Coleman Funeral Home with
condition is a disease process the spokesman added. There
said.
,.
years of age. Born March 10, the Rev. Jerrell White ofElsewhere
in the district, however, which causes lack of coor- are probably several others in
Catinikay Cfpoty he
Ana,
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